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Dukes top Hens for Homecoming 
by Jason Ruggiero 
stqffwriter 
Sometimes when things aren't 
going well, getting back to the 
basics can be the best solution. 
JMU did just that this week, 
and the result was a shocking 42- 
38 victory over the No. 2 
Delaware Fightin' Blue Hens at 
Saturday's Homecoming game. 
"We went back to the basics 
this week in practice and really 
tried to stay mentally focused on 
the task at hand," senior 
defensive end Dion Foxx said. 
"We knew that we could play to 
the level of a No. 1 or No. 2 
team, and I think that we proved 
that today." 
After a less than impressive 
showing against the University of 
Massachusetts last weekend, the 
Dukes knew they could not 
come out flat and expect to beat a 
caliber team like the Blue Hens. 
Sophomore quarterback Mike 
Cawley got the job done, as he 
scored the winning touchdown on 
a three-yard run with 12 seconds 
left. 
"This was a critical, critical 
game for us," head coach Rip 
Schcrer said. "We are a young 
team, and I think that we 
definitely showed some strong 
mental toughness and pride." 
Delaware entered the game 
with the top-scoring offense in 
Division I-AA. Blue Hens' junior 
running back Daryl Brown, the 
CRAIG NEWMAN 
Sophomore quarterback Mike Cawley gets mobbed by teammates after a 36-yard run, which 
was good for his first rushing touchdown. After the 42-38 victory against Delaware, the Dukes 
now have a 3-3 record with five games left in the regular season. 
eighth leading rusher in Division 
I-AA, also posed a threat. 
Although Cawley's final 
touchdown was considered the 
game winner, it was the 
swarming JMU defense before it 
that forced the Blue Hens to punt 
out of their end zone. 
The exceptional defensive 
series, highlighted by freshman 
linebacker Brian Smith's sack of 
senior Delaware quarterback 
Dale Fry, helped give the Dukes 
the field position they needed for 
their winning drive. 
"I think that both the defensive 
stop and winning touchdown 
drive were both equally 
important," Scherer said. "The 
all-around team effort today was 
outstanding." 
Cawley, coming off a subpar 
performance last weekend, 
completed 15 of his 26 passes for 
201 yards and one touchdown. 
He also ran for 107 yards on 18 
carries. 
On JMU's first drive of the 
game, with the ball resting on the 
Delaware 6-yard line, Cawley ran 
the ball to the 1-yard line on an 
option play. 
Junior fullback Steve Agee's 
1-yard plunge for a touchdown 
capped off an eight play, 73-yard 
drive that gave the Dukes a 7-0 
advantage. 
Foxx's fumble recovery on 
Delaware's first series of the 
game led to a 37-yard touchdown 
scramble by Cawley, which gave 
the Dukes a 13-0 lead at the end 
of the first quarter. 
Senior kicker Trey Weis 
missed his first extra point in 15 
games. 
JMU's defense had been 
remarkably stingy through the 
first 15 minutes of play. With 
Delaware facing fourth and one 
on the JMU one-yard line, the 
squad held an impressive goal 
line stand and denied Delaware 
their first real scoring opportunity 
of the game. 
The Dukes' offense and 
defense went stale for a five- 
minute stretch during the second 
quarter as Delaware scored two 
unanswered touchdowns to take 
the lead by die score of 14-13. 
Fry helped lead the charge 
with his a three-yard run to cap 
off a 10-play, 62-yard drive. On 
the Blue Hens' next possession, 
Fry found senior split end Keita 
Malloy on a six-yard pass with 
2:4 Heft in the first half. 
JMU   used   the   final   two 
minutes of the first half to regain 
DUKES page 23 
JMU efficiency gets top ratings 
by Cyndy Liedtke 
senior writer 
Despite few financial resources, JMU is doing more 
with less, according to the current issue of U.S. News & 
World Report. 
The magazine named JMU the most efficient regional 
college or university in the South in its column, "The 
Nation's Most Efficient Institutions." 
JMU was ranked 13th in its category for the overall 
ranking, which came out last week in U.S. News & 
World Report. This week, the magazine published 
information on the two most efficient schools in each 
region. 
"It shows we're doing an excellent job with limited 
resources," JMU Director of Media Relations Fred 
Hilton said. "We have a lot of quality without having the 
type of financial resources we'd like to have." 
The magazine computed efficiency by dividing the 
school's overall ranking in last week's issue by the the 
school's 1992 spending on educational programs per 
student 
Sophomore Leanne Cannon wasn't surprised with the 
ranking, although she said there are probably some 
campus organizations who spend money only to ensure 
equal funding for the next year. 
"I think they're spending their money in the right 
places — I haven't had any problems," she said. "But 
you can always be more efficient, and I'm sure some 
organizations spend money because they know they 
can," Cannon said. 
Henry Schiefer, JMU assistant vice president for 
finance, was pleased with the ranking. He said it was a 
tribute to the high quality of university employees — 
both faculty and staff. 
Schiefer said that when JMU President Ronald 
Carrier has to make a choice between providing a 
student service and following a state regulation, he finds 
a way to do both. 
"We find a way to get things done, to provide services 
to people and follow regulations, and to do things 
beuer," Schiefer said. 
Regional colleges and universities are defined as 
schools that offer a variety of degrees and professional 
EFFICIENCY  page 2 
Major survey studies 
crime on campuses 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
police reporter 
It is estimated that one in three American 
college students will be a victim of crime before 
they graduate, according to a recent study. 
The study confirmed there is "a linkage between 
alcohol use and violent behavior" on college 
campuses. It was conducted by the Campus 
Violence Prevention Center, a research institute at 
Towson State University in Maryland. 
According to Dorothy Siegel, executive director 
for the center, the study found that the majority of 
students victimized are victims of theft. In 1992, 
182 larcenies and 62 burglaries were reported to 
JMU police. 
The "fairly definitive study" consisted of two 
parts, Siegel said. In 1990, 6,000 random college 
CRIME page 2 
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Efficiency 
continued from page 1 
programs. 
According to Hilton, JMU, 
which is sixth in funding out of 
the eight Virginia comprehensive 
colleges, continues to request 
more state dollars to at least be 
brought up to the state funding 
average. 
Nearby states North Carolina, 
West Virginia and Tennessee 
provide about twice the funding 
per student for comprehensive 
colleges that Virginia does. 
J.J. Leary, professor of 
chemistry and president of the 
JMU chapter of the American 
Association of University 
Professors, said he would like to 
see JMU spend more money on 
academic programs so that 
students can get their first choice 
of quality courses. 
"Personally, I would like to 
see efficiency defined in terms of 
the quality of the academic 
experience of our students," 
Leary said. 
Leary added that he thinks this 
could happen if more money 
were concentrated in tuition 
rather than student fees. 
Freshman Matt Beekman said 
JMU is efficient in that it 
provided a well-rounded 
education for students. 
"I think JMU has the unique 
ability as an university to 
understand that there are social 
d 
programs, and which are not 
heavily involved in research or 
doctoral programs. 
Mary Washington College in 
Fredericksburg was ranked 
second for efficiency among 
regional colleges and universities 
in the South by U.S. News & 
World Report. 
Ronald E. Singleton, Mary 
Washington director of public 
information, said it was 
impressive that of all the states in 
the South, only Virginia had 
schools cited in this category of 
the magazine's rankings. 
"I think what this means for 
the two schools listed is that they 
are being recognized for the wise 
and efficient use of state money," 
Singleton said. "There is not a lot 
of waste, although that is the 
point the governor has been 
making. Individually, at these 
two schools there is not a lot of 
waste, and they are well 
managed." 
With less money coming from 
the state, Virginia public colleges 
like Mary Washington and JMU 
have had to spend money more 
wisely and efficiently. Singleton 
said. 
John Knight, JMU assistant 
controller for accounting and 
reporting, said JMU is learning to 
operate  
better  with    M. . ,. . 
less money. It S d Credit tO the 
"I   think -  , 
its a credit management ofthe 
inanagemem institution itself to be 
institution able to manage under a 
itself to be   ^. j. , 
able     to time of so much 
manage   /. .. ff 
under a time financial stress. 
of so much 
financial John Knight 
stress," asst controller for accounting 
Knight said. 
"We're doing the best we can 
with the dollars available." 
According to U.S. News & 
World Report, JMU spent $5,228 
per student on educational 
programs per student in 1992. 
About $2,500 per full-time 
student comes from the state, 
Hilton said. That figure is more 
than $200 below the state average 
for comprehensive colleges and 


















opposed to other schools." 
According to Hilton, in 
addition to requesting additional 
funding, JMU will also continue 
to work toward improving 
efficiency. 
"We will continue to have a 
better quality of education for 
students," Hilton said. "We are 
grateful for a rating like this but 




JMU President Ronald Carrier joins with Dr. James H. Taylor and his wife during the 
ribbon joining ceremony that celebrated Taylor Hall's grand opening last week. 
Crime  
continued from page 1 
students were sent surveys 
concerning crime and violence on 
their college campuses. The 
center received about 1,900 
responses. 
The survey responses were so 
dramatic, Siegel said the center 
decided to repeat the study on a 
larger scale. In 1991, 60.000 
random college students were 
sent another survey and about 
15,000 responded. 
The two-part study confirmed 
that about 80 percent of campus 
crime victims are acquainted with 
their aggressors. Alcohol and 
drug use play a key role in crimes 
committed on college campuses 
across the country, Siegel said. 
"Campus violence is 
happening everywhere," Siegel 
said, ". . . the trend is 
nationwide." According to an 
article in 1994 edition of Money 
Guide: Best College Buys, 
"students commit 80 percent of 
all campus crimes." 
Recently, legislators have tried 
to reduce campus crime through 
increased public awareness. Last 
September, the federal Student 
Right-to-Know and Campus 
Security Act took effect 
The law requires universities 
receiving federal financial 
assistance to annually publicize 
detailed statistics of campus 
crime. 
Also, schools are now required 
to provide information 
concerning their security and 
campus safety programs to 
anyone who inquires. Legislators 
felt this information is 
particularly important for 
prospective students. 
At JMU, this information is 
made public through a pamphlet 
entitled Your Right to Know, 
according to Alan MacNutt, 
director of public safety. 
The pamphlets, published each 
year, have been distributed on 
campus. The pamphlets were 
placed in every freshman 
orientation packet last year. 
Parents very rarely call JMU 
police for crime statistics or 
campus safety information, 
MacNutt said. "I can count the 
number [of parents who have 
called] on one hand." 
Junior Sam Zizzi said he 
thinks prospective students and 
their parents feel JMU is safe and 
aren't very concerned with crime. 
Zizzi, a student ambassador, said 
over the past year he has 
conducted between 20 and 30 
tours for visitors, and only three 
or four people have asked about 
campus safety. 
"I'd say it is not one of the top 
issues discussed on tours," he 
said. However, Zizzi usually 
discusses the police department's 
cadet program and escort service. 
"I don't think people are too 
worried about campus crime." 
Other legislative efforts to 
increase campus crime awareness 
include the Campus Sexual 
Assault Victim's Bill of Rights, 
which took effect in July 1992. 
According to a release from ADT 
Security Systems, the law gives 
students "the right to report 
sexual assaults to off-campus law 
enforcement authorities." 
According to MacNutt, JMU 
has been following procedures 
parallel to the law for the past 
couple of years. Felonies are 
reported to the Commonwealth 
attorney, who then decides 
whether to file criminal charges. 
College campuses "remain far 
safer than major cities' 
downtown areas and even their 
suburbs. . ." according to Money 
Guide. The article states "campus 
areas are almost always safer 
than their surrounding areas as 
well." 
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CORRECTION 
The caption for the front 
page photo of the Oct. 7 
issue should have read, 
"JMU Economics Professor 
J. Barkley Rosser, Jr. reads 
the poetry of English 
Professor Philip Tabakow in 
a fundraiser to help feed the 
homeless." The Breeze 
regrets the error. 
■ 
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News 
Student reaction varies over dining services 
Freedom Plans, meal pricing come under fire 
by Matt Warner 
senior writer 
As the Marriott Corporation moves into its second 
year directing JMU dining services, students are voicing 
mixed opinions about the quality of the university's 
eating facilities and the food served. 
A recent informal survey of 100 students, conducted 
by The Breeze, revealed that students say they appreciate 
the convenience, quality and variety that on-campus 
eating offers. However, they are concerned about issues 
such as overcrowding, the availability of vegetarian 
dishes, smoking in D-hall's Line 4, food prices and the 
practicality of meal contracts. 
Opinion seemed split concerning D-hall's policy that 
smoking be limited to the Line 4 dining room. Many said 
D-hall should completely forbid smoking while others 
said D-hall's current policy is fair. 
Sharon Freeland, a senior health sciences/pre-dentistry 
major, said D-hall "shouldn't have any smoking at all 
because sometimes Line 4 may have the only available 
seals." 
Other students said the smoking policy is not only 
fair, but that D-hall should place ashtrays on the Line 4 
tables. Some non-smokers asked for a smaller or 
separated smoking room, and other students said they 
had been unaware of the smoking policy. 
Additional comments concerned the presence of flies 
in D-hall and an alleged lack in the number of dietary 
information sheets over serving lines. 
There was also mixed opinion as to whether the 
quality of vegetarian dishes has suffered this year, since 
dining services did away with the Line 6 vegetarian line 
and dispersed the vegetarian entrees throughout other 
lines. 
"Overall, D-hall is much better than the dining 
services at other schools," Kelley Davis, junior English 
major, said. 
Some students expressed reservations about food 
quality and questioned much of the food's nutritional 
value. A few students said the food is "greasy," and 
others said they want more fat-free foods. 
While many of die surveys showed that students think 
dining services offer good food variety, there was at least 
one student who said the menu is becoming old hai. 
"I'm sick of the grilled cheese sandwiches," said 
Rodney Alienza, a senior accounting/history major. 
"There is no variety, and having something else other 
than Mexican food and nachos would make things belter. 
You can expect the same food almost every week." 
Rick Larson, director of dining services, said that this 
year dining services attempted to respond to student 
complaints that contracts didn't give them enough 
"freedom" — that they couldn't eat whenever and as 
often as they wanted. 
The response was the creation of the "Freedom Plan" 
and the "Freedom Plan Plus" — $1,065 and $1,115 meal 
SURVEY page 8 
Farris platform leans 
toward educational 
reform, parental rights 
bj Lee Bumgarner 
- ■. .-. ' ■;; :9taffwiteFyy.      . .   ■ 
The Republican nominee for 
Virginia lieutenant governor 
will stress change when he 
speaks in the Highlands Room 
today at 5:30 pm., according to 
literature from the candidate's 
office. 
The cornerstones of Mike 
Farris' platform are a need for 
morality and education. 
Scott Pinsker, vice chairman 
Of JMU's College Republicans, 
said, "If you look at what 
happened in the last 12 years of 
Democratic rule, Virginia has 
experienced decline." 
Farris. a political 
conservative, is challenging 
Don Beyer, the current 
Democratic lieutenant governor, 
in a tight election race. 
•*JMD is the first college 
Farris ia coming to before the 
televised debate between he and 
Don Beyer, in Roanoke. "It 
should be a really big event*" 
Pinsker said. On Tuesday, 
Beyer and Farris will participate 
in the only televised debate of 
their campaign. 
But some students are not so 
receptive to Farris* platform. 
Christina Sharkey, a junior 
international affairs major, said, 
Tarns is pretty much a part of 
the religious right and a 'yes 
man* to Pat Robertson," 
A pro-life advocate, Farris, is 
a supporter of what he calls 
"traditional morality." 
Farris is a lawyer who deals 
mainly with cases concerning 
religions and parental rights. 
He does not advocate sex 
education in schools, leaving 
that job to the individual 
parents. Also. Farris supports 
limitations in late-term 
abortions and parental 
notification and informed 
consent in abortion issues. 
Educational and legal reform 
are also top priorities for Farris. 
"If you look at what 
happened to higher education, 
Virginia colleges have 
experienced a period Of decline. 
The bottom line is, no matter 
how you look at it, what the 
Democrats have done to higher 
education has not worked. It's 
time for a change," Pinsker 
said. 
FARRIS page 8 
All things considered, radio host 
points to life as best education 
by Brian Zarahn 
st^f writer 
He strolled into the room 
occupied by formally dressed 
notetakers. Wearing a long 
sleeve, navy blue shirt and khaki 
pants, the boyish-looking blond 
sat down in front of the 
microphone. The audience inched 
forward on their chairs. 
"My news is that the Southern 
Kitchen in New Market has grape 
nut pudding on its menu," he said 
in a soft-spoken voice. "I've only 
seen grape nut pudding before on 
a menu in Maine." 
This is not a press conference 
with die Frugal Gourmet. Rather 
it's radio journalist Noah Adams 
expressing to the Harrisonburg 
media his love for small town 
restaurants. "The editors 
complain I want to do too many 
stories on food," the Ashland, 
Ky. native said. 
As a host of "All Things 
Considered," the award-winning 
evening news magazine on 
National Public Radio, Adams 
makes a living covering "slice- 
of-life" stories. 
NPR is a network centered in 
Washington, D.C., that serves 
more than 400 noncommercial 
radio stations. 
Adams stopped in town Friday 
to meet listeners of 90.7 WMRA, 
the   FM   station   based   in 
Harrisonburg. 
"The important stories are out 
of sight of Washington," he said 
with a sincere look. In his 
trademark gentle voice, Adams 
recounted one of his favorite 
stories: 
An old man in the Bronx made 
lamps and coffee tables out of 
coffee grounds the tenants in the 
apartment complex would save 
for him. 
When Adams asked him how 
the grounds stuck together, the 
man refused to answer. Adams 
pleaded, but the man responded, 
"Why should I tell you? This idea 
is worth big money." 
Though Adams enjoys a 
wonderful sense of humor, he 
also reports on life's tragedies. 
He remembers interviewing 
people involved in a murder story 
in a Charleston, W.Va. religious 
commune. A young couple killed 
their 2-year-old son for not 
apologizing. The people said the 
death was accidental but a child 
must obey his parents and God. 
"It was terrifying," he said. 
With a nontraditional news 
background, Adams' climb to 
success began haphazardly. 
After dropping out of Eastern 
Kentucky State College in 1962 
due to boredom, he entered the 
airwaves as a rock 'n roll deejay 
Noah Adams 
on WIRO, a small station in 
Ironton, Ohio. For 10 years, he 
worked at commercial stations in 
Georgia, Kentucky, West 
Virginia and Virginia while also 
dabbling as a construction worker 
and salesman. 
In 1971, he ventured into 
public radio at WBKY at the 
University of Kentucky. There, 
Adams did more than spin 
records — he produced some 
documentaries and anchored the 
news. 
That year, his life took 
direction, he heard NPR for the 
first time. 
"The people doing the 
program seemed to believe their 
listeners had some intelligence, 
common sense, a wide range of 
ADAMS page 8 
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Bring your 
ta parents in to try 
j, , the best tasting 
Battery    Bagels around 
& Deh * town! 
Party Right with a PARTY BAGEL 
Stuff your party bagel with your party 
favorites. 
Come Enjoy a delicious   V^C?\ 
breakfast and/or lunch before ^T)^| 
fwv   thegame. Then complete the     w^j| 
vv^v   weekend with breakfast on 
L£^\ Sunday. 
MrSs BreaLfasi 
Vour iime, Any iinme 
CALL 5S4-0416 
Buy 6 Bagels 
Get 2 Free 
w/coupon 
exp. 10/18/93 
— •,|->I>I'J|    '»|»**1^   IISOJ.I 
Buy 3 muffins | 
Get 1 FREE 
w/coupon 
exp. 10/18/93 




Saturday; October l6,9 a.ni. - 5 p.m. 
Sunday, October 17,12 noon - 5 p.m. 
Over 25,000 Records 
Most LPs 990 - $3.00 
All types of music- rock, soul, classical, easy listening, jazz, country, 
comedy, soundtracks, religious, etc. 
Another great Fair, We have added over 10,000 IPs since the last 
fair, including a collection of over ^000 opera and classical from 
Washington, DC We will be featuring our 1/2 price sale on all IPs 
that have been in stock more than 2 fairs. 
We win also have 45s, along with some CDs, plus 250 cassettes. We 
will also featwre a selection of new Gospel IPs priced from $ z 00 » 
$3.00, Come early for best selection as supplies are very limited. 
Held in our Country Gallery. Located 2 miles east of ML Crawford, 
VA, 1-81 Exit 240, turn east on Rd. 682 to Rd. 681. Follow the Green 
\fclley signs. Call Jeff or Bev at (703) 434-4260 for information. 
Now accepting Visa and Mastercard. 
GRAND OPENING 













In Valley Mall 
This Weekend 
(Next to Radio Shack) 
COUPON 
Bring in this coupon for 
$2.00 off any T-shirt 
$1.00 off any Poster 
Offer valid thru October 30,1993 Limit 1 coupon per customer. 
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World News 
Aideed calls for cease-fire in Somalia 
NEWSFILE 
U.S. soldiers sent to Haiti 
despite defense concerns 
WASHINGTON—The While House has 
resolved Defense Department concerns 
about sending 600 U.S. soldiers to Haiti, 
and a senior White House official said 
Friday that about half of the troops should 
arrive on the island Monday or Tuesday. 
The announcement followed a dispute 
between the Defense and State 
Departments about whether Americans 
should go as part of a United Nations 
force working to restore President Jean- 
Bertrand Arislide to power by Oct. 30. 
However, administration officials said 
the mission meets the criteria for U.S. 
participation in peace operations. It has a 
defined limit (six months); it assigns the 
U.S. a specific role (training Haitians and 
engaging in engineering projects like road 
building); and is related to U.S. security 
(by fighting threats to democracy). 
North becomes millionaire from 
sales of book and lectures 
WASHINGTON—The notoriety that 
Oliver L. North gained as a White House 
aide during the Iran-Contra scandal has 
made him a millionaire, according to 
financial disclosure forms the U.S. Senate 
candidate filed last week. 
North has received about $2 million in 
personal income in the last 21 months with 
most of the money coming from his book, 
"Under Fire" — which was on the 
bestseller lists for months — and lectures. 
The disclosure shows that North took in 
about $1.7 million in book royalties and 
speaking fees since January of last year, 
by far his largest source of income. 
North was required to disclose his 
personal finances because he formally 
entered the U.S. Senate race last month. 
Journalists surprised at topic 
introduced at AP meeting 
Some journalists at an annual state 
chapter meeting of Associated Press 
executives in Chicago Sunday were rather 
surprised when the talk turned to strippers. 
Robert Harrison, editor of the 
Galesburg Register-Mail (111.), said that 
he and some colleagues had gone to a strip 
joint the night before. He said they were 
close enough to one stripper "to touch her 
mammary glands," according to several 
participants. Many journalists were 
offended by the comments. 
AP spokeswoman Wendell Wood 
Collins called the incident "unfortunate" 
but said the wire service cannot control 
what participating editors do. 
Terry Mutchler, the AP's statehouse 
correspondent in Springfield, said, "If 
these were corporate executives or 
lawmakers and that occurred and I was 
there, I would have written a story." 
—L.A. Times/Washington Post news 
■Mitel 
as U.S. continues military buildup 
MOGADISHU, Somalia — As the United 
States continued its military buildup in 
Somalia, factional leader Mohamed Farah 
Aideed on Saturday called for an "all- 
embracing cease-fire" in the four-month 
conflict between his forces and American- 
led United Nations troops in Mogadishu. 
The cease-fire call, just days after the 
fugitive Aideed had exhorted his followers 
to "double and triple" their attacks against 
"U.S. colonialism," comes amid 
increasing signs that a diplomatic effort to 
resolve the conflict may be gathering 
momentum. Veteran U.S. diplomat Robert 
Oakley is in Addis Ababa to meet with 
Ethiopian President Mcles Zcnawi and is 
due to arrive here soon. There was 
mounting speculation that the United 
States was now willing to talk to the 
leader previously deemed a war criminal 
and international outlaw. 
"We haven't offered a cease-fire," 
President Clinton said Saturday after 
speaking at Yale University Law School. 
"There's been no direct communication. 
In fact, Ambassador Oakley went there to 
meet with President Meles and other 
leaders of the African nations of the region 
to try to work out a political process that 
they would manage." 
The diplomatic movement seemed to 
highlight a schism between the Clinton 
administration and the United Nations, 
which Saturday was still insisting that 
Aideed was a fugitive from justice who 
must be hunted down, arrested and tried 
for his suspected role in the slaying of 24 
Pakistani U.N. peace keepers last June. 
Aideed appears to be trying to exploit 
that division. 
In a message broadcast on his 
clandestine radio station, Aideed said he 
"welcomes the call for peace extended by 
President Clinton" and added that the 
United Stales and his Somali National 
Alliance (SNA) faction should work to 
find a "just solution" to their conflict. 
Aideed also said he welcomed Clinton's 
statement on Thursday that the Somali 
people should be left to sort out their own 
problems. 
In exchange for stopping his attacks on 
American and U.N. troops, Aideed said, 
they must agree to stop what he termed 
their "terror campaign against the Somali 
people." He also proposed that the 
Organization of African Unity help find a 
settlement, an apparent bow to Clinton's 
proposal that Ethiopia and Eritrea become 
more involved in finding a solution here. 
U.S. officials have also called for a 
reconvening of last spring's Addis Ababa 
peace conference of all IS Somali 
factions, including Aidccd's SNA. 
A U.S. officer said Saturday that it was 
unclear whether the new American forces 
arriving, including 1,700 ground troops 
equipped with tanks and armored Bradley 
Fighting Vehicles, were being sent here to 
help with the hunt for Aideed, or simply to 
provide the political and military cover for 
an eventual U.S. withdrawal once a 
negotiated settlement was reached. 
— LA. Times/Washington Post news 
service 
BOB DALY 
Yeltsin orders councils to disband, extends curfew 
MOSCOW — President Boris Yeltsin 
moved Saturday to consolidate his power 
over the country by ordering local Soviets, 
or councils, to disband and elections to be 
held for new, smaller local legislatures. 
There are thousands of local Soviets 
across Russia, and many of them sided 
with hard-liners in the defunct Russian 
parliament, acting as a brake on reform 
measures by ignoring Yeltsin's decrees. 
In a televised speech earlier this week, 
Yeltsin called on the regional Soviets to 
make the "honorable and courageous" 
decision to dissolve themselves for having 
contributed to the crisis in Moscow. Few, 
however, have heeded his call, and it is 
unclear how Yeltsin will enforce the order. 
Saturday, Yeltsin also extended the 
state of emergency in Moscow until Oct. 
18. The stale was set lo expire Sunday, but 
a Yeltsin spokesman said the president 
was convinced that the city needed more 
time to recover from the week's violence. 
Under the state of emergency, 
Communist and extremist newspapers 
have been closed, opposition parlies 
banned, public gatherings prohibited and a 
11 p.m. to 5 a.m. curfew put into effect, 
although it is extended until midnight on 
weekends. Police and soldiers have been 
patrolling public places, looking for guns 
and other weapons and detaining anyone 
without proper residency permits. 
Police detained more than 5,000 people 
Friday night for curfew violations and 
other crimes. They detained more than 
8,000 on Thursday night 
In his decree on local Soviets, Yeltsin 
ordered a special commission Saturday lo 
come up with plans by Friday for electing 
new, smaller regional legislatures, which 
will be known by the old Russian term 
"duma." Many of the current Soviets have 
hundreds of members; the new dumas are 
to have only IS to SO members each. 
In his speech, Yeltsin said that elections 
for the dumas would be held on Dec. 12, 
the same day Russian voters will elect new 
members of parliament. Until then, the 
power of the local Soviets will be handed 
over to regional administrators, who will 
be appointed by Moscow. 
— LA. Times/Washington Post news 
service 
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Welcome Back Students 
An Appetizing Deal 
Buy 1 appetizer at regular 
price and get a second 
(of equal or lesser value) 
FREE! 
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Thursday, 9:30 a.m. to closing 
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Counseling and Student Development 
Center to explore modern families issues 
From Oct. 10 - 17, the Counseling and Student 
Development Cenier will present a series of workshops to 
allow the JMU community to explore modern family 
issues. Workshops from 7 - 9 p.m. include: 
• "Fathers and Sons: Getting to Know Him," Oct. 11, 
Warren Hall, Allegheny Room. 
• "Mothers and Daughters: The Paradoxical Bond," Oct. 
11, Logan Hall. Women's Resource Center. 
• "Adult Children of Divorce: Caught in the Middle," 
Oct. 12, Warren Hall, Allegheny Room. 
• "Bottled Up: Growing Up in Alcoholic Families and 
Moving On," Oct. 12, Taylor Hall, rm. 304. 
• "Picking up the Pieces: Moving On in Dysfunctional 
Families," Oct. 13, Warren Hall, Allegheny Room. 
• "When Families Hurt: Growing Up with Abuse and 
Moving On," Oct. 13, Taylor Hall, rm. 304. 
• "Around the Dinner Table: Growing Up with Eating 
Problems," Oct. 13, Taylor Hall, rm. 311. 
Campus News 
Alcohol Awareness Week geared toward 
making positive choices 
On Oct 13-20, Alcohol Awareness Week, themed as 
"Power up for Positive Choices," will sponsor events 
focusing on education and awareness. Events include: 
• "When the Party's Over," Wellness Peer Educators, 
Oct 12, Godwin Hall, Purple and Gold Room. 8 p.m. 
• Information table, Oct. 13 -14, Warren Hall by the post 
office, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
• Building "The Wall," an opportunity for the JMU 
community to share their experiences with alcohol and 
drugs, Oct. 13 -14, the commons, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
• Movie, "Clean and Sober," Oct. 15, Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. Panel discussion after first 
showing. 
• Illusionist Bob Fellows, "Mind Magic," Oct. 14, 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. 
• Movie in Commuter Student Lounge, Oct. 15, Taylor 
Hall. 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
• Tailgate party with mocktails before the football game. 
Oct. 16, Godwin Field, around 12:30 p.m. 
• Cilia, Oct. 18, Taylor Hall, rm. A-305,7 p.m. 
• "Acquaintance Rape," speaker. Dr. Lamieh Salimi, Oct. 
18, Godwin Hall, Purple and Gold Room, 7 p.m. 
• Speaker, Randy Haveson of Natural Highs, Oct. 19, 
Godwin Hall, Purple and Gold Room, 7 p.m. 
Reading and writing labs continue 
throughout the semester 
The reading and writing labs in Harrison Hall offer 
individualized help to students writing papers, reviewing 
grammar, studying and wanting to improve reading skills. 
Nancy Farrar, x3651, leads the freshman writing lab 
Monday - Thursday, 8:15 a.m. - 5 p.m. Betty Hoskins, 
x6967, leads the upperclassman writing lab Monday - 
Friday, 8:15 a.m. - 3:15 pjn. Mary McMurray, x6111, 
leads the reading lab Monday - Thursday from 7:45 a.m. - 
4:30 p.m. Call for an appointment. 
Fall Foliage Walk set in JMU Arboretum 
On Sunday, Oct. 24 at 2 p.m.. Dr. Norlyn Bodkin, 
director of the arboretum and professor of biology, will 
lead "Autumn Colors in the Arboretum and the 
Shenandoah Valley," which includes a walk through the 
JMU Arboretum. For more information, call Dr. Bodkin 
alx634Q. -- 
POLICE     LOG 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
police reporter 
Campus police report the blowing: 
Grand Larceny Arrest 
• Non-student John B. Jessup, 27, ol Hanisortborg, was arrested 
and charged with grand larceny on Oct. 5. 
Jessup's arrest stemmed from an incident on Sept. 18, in which 
stored bleacher planks were taken from the Food Service 
Warehouse on South Main Street. The planks reportedly were then 
cut and sold for aluminum scrap. 
Weapons Violation 
• Poke confiscated a Crossman Marksman Repeater pellet pistol 
from a resident's room in Waytand Hall at 12:50 p.m. Oct. 6. 
The smal, black weapon reportedly was on a resident's bed 
when it was confiscated. 
Police are still investigating. 
Fire 
• A couch was reported on fire behind a fraternity house on Greek 
Row at 2:43 a.m. Oct. 6. The couch, which was smoking when 
police arrived, was soaked with water, and the fire was 
extinguished. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• A rear tail light lens of a state vehicle reportedly was damaged 
between4p.m. Oct. 4and 9am.Oct. 5. 
The damage is estimated at $15. 
• Eight sidewalk lights reportedly were damaged in the Hillside 
area between 11 p.m. Oct. 6 and 9 am Oct. 7. 
Damage is estimated at $200. 
• An unidentified individual defaced freshly poured concrete at the 
construction site on Port Republic Road at 6:45 p.m. Od 6. 
Workers reportedly stopped the college-aged suspect and 
obtained identification. Upon investigation, police discovered the 
identification was fictitious. 
Destruction of Private Property 
• Unidentified individuate reportedly attempted to gain access into 
a 1988 Honda Accord DX parked in X-tot at 10:07 p.m. Oct. 6. 
Both vehicle key slots reportedly were damaged with an 
unknown tool. The individuals reportedly did not get inside the 
vehicle. 
Damage to the passenger-side door latch assembly also was 
reported. Total damage to the vehicle is estimated at $200. 
Grand Larceny 
• A 21 -speed Trek 950 mountain bike was reported stolen trom the 
west side of Godwin Hall at 4 p.m. Oct. 6. 
The white, aluminum bike, which had a flat rear tire, is valued at 
$550. 
Petty Larceny/Destruction of Private Property 
• A stereo face was reported stolen from a 1992 Isuzu truck 
parked in Z-lot at 5:44 p.m. Oct. 6. The stereo face is valued at 
$100. 
The driver's side door key slot was ateo vandalized. The damage 
to the door is estimated at $50. 
Mail Theft 
• Twenty dolars was reported missing from a birthday card at the 
JMU Post Office at 1:45 p.m. Sept. 28. 
It is not known whether the money was lost or stolen en route to 
Harrisonburg from Maryland. The victim, who does not share the 
post office box with anyone, said the envelope was unsealed when 
the card was received. 
Number of drunk in pubic charges since Aug. 31:25 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
Monday                       11         Tuesday                       12      \ 
• Society of Human Resource Management 
mandatory meeting, Zane Showker Hall, rm. 108,4:30 
p.m. Newcomers are welcome. Sponsored by the 
Counseling and Student Development Center. 
• Natural Highs meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 
6:30 p.m. 
• Harmony presents "Coming Out, Our Stories," 
Harrison Hall, rm. A-206,7 - 9 p.m. Gay, lesbian and 
bisexual students share their coming-out experiences. 
• Anorexia Ncrvosa and Associated Disorders support 
group meeting, Emmanuel Episcopal Church, 7 p.m. 
• Black Student Alliance and Delta Sigma Theta 
Sorority present Sonia Sanchez, "I've Been a 
Woman," Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 - 8:30 p.m. 
• First Right presents "What Choices Women are 
Making in America," Taylor Hall, rm. 306.7:30 p.m. 
• Brown Bag discussion, "Women, Wives and 
Work: Women's Changing Roles, America's 
Changing Families," Logan Hall, Women's 
Resource Cenier, 12:15 p.m. 
• Commission on Undergraduate Studies meeting. 
Carrier Library Conference Room, 3:30 p.m. 
• Men's Soccer Club mandatory meeting, Taylor 
Hall, rm. 306,6:30 p.m. 
• First Right meeting. Warren Hall, Tidewater 
Room, 8 p.m. 
• Fashion Show auditions for males and females, 
Maury Hall, rm. 204,8 p.m. Sponsored by the 
Cenier for Fashion Merchandising. 
• TALK, "Student organizations and the need to 
belong," WXJM 88.7 FM, 10 p.m. - 12 a.m. 
Wednesday i: ;          Thursday M 
• Committee of Graduate Coordinators meeting. 
Carrier Library, rm. 109,3 p.m. 
• Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400,7 - 9 p.m. 
• Informational meeting for all those interested in a 
career in pharmacy. Miller Hall, rm. 224,7 p.m. 
• Brown Bag lunch, "Family Life in the Soup Bowl: 
Today's Families in America's Cultures," Hi Merest 
House, noon. 
■ -                                     • - - 
• EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall Annex, rm 
-6:30 p.m. 
• Fashion Show auditions for males and fern 
Maury Hall, rm. 204,8 pjn. Sponsored by tiw 
for Fashion Merchandising. 
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Survey 
continued fmm page 3 
contracts which allow 
unrestricted, continuous usage of 
D-hall. 
About 1,000 students bought 
the new contracts, Larson said, 
but by the end of September, 
about half of the students had 
dropped them. 
"I hated the idea that people 
bought it and didn't like it," 
Larson said. "Our intentions were 
great, I think it is an excellent 
value ... but it was a risky move 
for me to take." 
Larson said he hasn't "really 
determined if it is a food-quality 
issue," which made people 
change contracts, but he 
conceded that a "major problem" 
is that the Freedom Plans' 
continuous, unrestricted usage is 
limited to D-hall. 
Students said that while the 
Freedom Plan Plus' $100 Food 
From Home account was a good 
idea, the Freedom Plan food 
contracts on a whole just don't 
live up to the name. 
Greg Yakaitis, a sophomore 
biology major, said the Freedom 
Plans "are misleading and 
worthless unless you're a 300- 
pound linebacker." 
Virginia Vaughan, a 
sophomore history major, said, "I 
don't understand who would 
want to eat that much at D-hall." 
Larson said dining services 
might consider modifying the 
contracts. He said that while the 
loss of Freedom Plan contract 
holders is discouraging, there are 
actually more Freedom Plan 
contract holders than they 
anticipated. 
Students also registered 
complaints about pricing and 
punch value at P.C. Dukes. 
This year, the Dukes punch 
value was raised from $3.25 to 
$3.50, but some students said the 
raise wasn't enough. Others said 
that Dukes' prices are too high. 
But freshman James Parrett 
said he has no complaints with 
Dukes. "P.C. Dukes is a fabulous 
place," he said. "It serves the 
same type of food as a fast food 
restaurant, but it's better quality, 
and the atmosphere is more 
geared to students." 
Samuel Turner, a sophomore 
music major, said dining services 
deserve an A+. 
"I really enjoy the food at D- 
hall," he said. "I look forward to 
eating there with friends because 
the atmosphere is great. Dukes is 
also pretty good for dates and 
stuff." 
Sophomore Samantha Arnette 
wrote on her survey, "It's not 
home food, but it's better than 
most." 
Next issue: The Breeze looks 
at JMU dining services' 
arrangement with the Marriott 
Corporation. 
Farris  
continued from page 3 
Dave Arons, senior political 
science major, said, "He's an 
extremist, he's not only on the 
right, he's way out on the right. I 
don't think he would be the best 
lieutenant governor for Virginia. 
"[Beyer's] a business-oriented 
moderate. He has a 
businessman's mind and he 
knows what its like to cut a 
budget and meet a payroll," 
Arons said. 
Farris believes education in 
Virginia has reached a crisis. 
Virginia ranks 16th in spending 
on education, and 38th in 
Scholastic Aptitude Tests. He 
blames this on a lack discipline, 
student fear for safety and a 
disappearance of morality of in 
Virginia schools. 
Farris is also a strong believer 
in classroom-based rather than 
outcome-based education. 
The philosophy of classroom- 
based education sees each child 
taught in the same manner as the 
next. Outcome-based education 
leaches all students with a 
curriculum tailored to each 
individual student. 
Farris also supports local 
control of education. He wants 
elected school boards in every 
jurisdiction, instead of appointed, 
and the return of instruction and 
curriculum to the local schools 
from the state department of 
education. 
Adams  
continued from page 3 
interests — and they made you 
want to hear about tomorrow," 
he said in his second book, 
Noah Adams on All Things 
Considered: A Radio Journal. 
In 1975, he landed a job 
doing behind-the-scenes work 
on "All Things Considered." 
After he impressed the editors 
with his writing, Adams took to 
the airwaves as a host in 1982 
and has been there since. 
He said he cherishes the job 
because it allows him to talk 
with everyday people. "I care 
about real, honest conversation 
with people." 
To meet the people actually 
involved in the story, Adams 
travels throughout the United 
States and occasionally to 
foreign countries. Recently, he 
reported from Bosnia and 
Romania. "The best thing about 
it is getting paid to satisfy my 
curiosity," he said. 
While he said he's very 
happy with his current success, 
Adams regrets losing his 
Kentucky accent in the process. 
In the 1960s, DJs had to speak 
with a generic radio voice. His 
accent receded during his early 
radio years. "I'm sorry now that 
I lost most of it. People should 
really sound like where they 
come from." He said he 
compensates for his loss by 
enjoying the varying dialects of 
his interviewees. 
Adams told the audience 
about the most embarrassing 
moment in his radio life. While 
doing a feature on "sing-it- 
yourself" music shops, he 
recorded himself singing the 
Eagles' 'Take It to the Limit." 
As a joke, a co-worker played 
the song on the air. 
Over 300 letters came in 
responding to his musical 
abilities. Adams' favorite letter 
said, "I was getting ready to 
drop out of law school and we 
were thinking about getting a 
divorce, but if you have the 
courage to stand in that studio 
and sing that song, then I know 
we can do anything we really 
set our minds to." 
WMRA music director Steve 
Coghill said he was impressed 
with Adams' demeanor. "He 
was what I expected — soft 
spoken and with a viewpoint 
that's more in tune with what's 
going on in our own backyard," 
he said. 
"If I'm in Washington too 
long, I forget about the 
important things," he said. As 
long as NPR keeps Adams 
working, he will continue to 
search the country for 
compelling stories that make 
listeners laugh, cry and think. 
"All Things Considered" can 
be heard on 90.7 WMRA at 5 
p.m. every night. 
Bluestone Yearbook Photos for 
Two photographers from Varden Studios 
will be photographing for one more week; 
October 11th - 15th in the Warren Campus 
Center/Room 307(in the new addition). 
No appointment necessary. 
Walk-ins are accepted. 
DON'T WAIT UNTIL THE END. 
■aee* m 
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Focus 
Coming out day provides homosexuals 
an opportunity to display personal pride 
by TVacie I.iguid 
contributing writer 
"Lesbian" is not a word that 
would fit the picture-perfect view 
Kristcn Anchor's parents have of 
their daughter. 
Anchor, a sophomore 
sociology major, said, "They 
have a certain image for me: a 
perfect child with good grades, 
involved in a lot of activities and 
meeting a successful man." 
Many homosexuals and their 
families chose today to deal with 
the issue of homosexuality. 
National Coming Out Day 
commemorates the sixth 
anniversary of the first March on 
Washington for Lesbian and Gay 
rights. 
The day means many different 
things to all who are involved. 
The term "coming out" can apply 
to a variety of experiences. 
"It could be your first sexual 
experience, it can mean 
understanding yourself, it can 
mean coming out to your family, 
your friends," said Sean Pugh, 
co-coordinator of Harmony. 
"Coming out is not a one-time 
thing. We are continually coming 
out to different people in our 
lives." 
Letting parents and other 
family members know seems to 
be the most difficult part of the 
coming-out process. 
Freshman music education 
major James Walker said, "I had 
been trying to find the perfect 
moment to tell my mom. I told 
her that I was tired of people 
passing rumors. And she asked 
me,'What kind?'" 
Walker is still debating when 
to let his father know. He 
anticipates that his father will not 
be as understanding. 
"I considered Parents' 
Weekend, but I hate to spoil the 
entire weekend," Walker said. 
"Overall, I don't like to rock the 
boat. I don't want to take this 
bonding experience between my 
parents and me and ruin it. It 
would be one thing if I were 
home. But this weekend, there'll 
be no place for him to go. He'll 
have his hotel room and that's il" 
This difficult process varies 
for every individual, but an 
Australian psychologist has 
developed a model that provides 
a general sequence of events. 
According to a 1979 research 
study by Vivienne Cass, coming 
out may be broken down into 
steps: identity confusion, 
comparison, tolerance, 
acceptance and pride. 
Self realization is the first step. 
Sophomore accounting major 
Jonathon Chan has been "out" for 
a year. He first realized he may 
be homosexual in the fifth grade. 
"I was in a video store, I 
remember seeing tapes with men 
on it and tapes with women on 
it," Chan said. "I remember 
wanting to look back at the tapes 
with men on it longer. I felt very 
guilty.- 
Like other teen boys, Chan 
dated different girls from the time 
he was 14 to 17 years old. But he 
said something was missing. 
"I dated my last girlfriend for 
about a year," Chan said. "I guess 
I was giving it one last try. Even 
though I liked her, I felt very 
lonely. I always had these 
feelings of loneliness." 
When Anchor came out during 
her senior year in high school, 
she remembers feeling alienated 
and isolated. 
"When I was starling to realize 
I was a lesbian, I fell fear. I 
wondered, 'How am I going to be 
happy? How am I going to meet 
other people?' I felt like I was the 
only gay person in a sea of 
heterosexuals." 
Dr. Terri Wessel, associate 
professor of health sciences, said, 
"Understanding your sexuality 
can be a difficult time for both 
heterosexuals and homosexuals. 
Realizing your attraction and 
your feelings for someone else 
can be confusing." 
After self realization, another 
important part of the process is 
coming out to others. 
"The first person I let know 
was someone who was 
homosexual," Anchor said. She 
dated her first girlfriend for nine 
months before coming out to her 
friends. 
Acceptance and pride are 
integral to becoming comfortable 
with one's sexual identity. 
Saying the word 
"homosexual" may be as difficult 
for those who are comfortable 
with the lifestyle as for those who 
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Harmony member* Teresa Dowell, Waverly Davidson, Mike Grigsby, Bill Roundy, Sean Pugh, Eric 
Shearin, Kristen Anchor and Matt Bruffy meet weekly to discuss gay and lesbian issues. 
are uncomfortable with it. 
"When my mom said it, it was 
easier for me to say il, too," 
Walker said. 
But this process is only a 
model, Wessel said. "Like other 
realization processes, a person 
may go through one or all of the 
stages. It's a relative experience." 
At JMU, students who are in 
the process of coming out have 
access to a support group. 
Over 40 students are involved 
with Harmony, JMU's 
organization for gay and lesbian 
issues. The group is open to 
everyone, including friends, 
family members and supporters 
of homosexuals. 
Since last year, membership 
has increased by about 10 
students, according to Pugh. 
The number of gays in the 
United States is difficult to 
calculate. According to the 
Behavior Medicine Institute in 
Chicago, half of the studies 
conducted in the past five years 
agree that the number may be 
between two and two and one- 
half percent. But past data 
clashes with results ranging from 
one to 10 percent. 
Gay rights groups claim the 
numbers may be as high as 10 
percent, while some religious 
groups back findings of one 
percent, challenging the statistics 
cited by gay rights organizations. 
Junior human communication 
major Tuck Carter, a resident 
advisor at Gifford Hall, arranged 
a panel discussion by Harmony 
for his hall this year. 
"It's a hot topic right now," he 
said. "Our job as RAs is to keep 
our residents aware of diversity. 
Homosexuality is a subject most 
people don't take seriously in 
public." 
Other members of Harmony 
have visited freshman seminar, 
psychology, sociology and other 
human behavioral courses by the 
request of professors. 
At the Gifford Hall panel 
discussion, two men shared their 
coming out stories. 
Sophomore 
philosophy/religion major Mall 
Bruffy is a Harmony member 
who participated in the 
discussion. 
"Our purpose is not to debate, 
but to break down some 
barriers," he said. "People will 
ask questions they would be too 
embarrassed to ask in the 
classroom or in a large group." 
Harmony will present 
"Coming Out: Our Stories" Oct. 
11 in Harrison Hall in room 
A206, 7-9 p.m. Gay, lesbian and 
bisexual students will describe 
their coming out experiences. 
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National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week 
'Tower Up for Positive Choices" 
October 12th - 19th 
Tuptda) 10/12                  WIIIIKMI.H 10/1.1                     Thursday 10/14 
Wellncsc Peer Educators 
"When (he Party's Over" 






'Add your coulribuaon K Tut Wall' 
10:00 AM-2:00 PM 
Movie 
k      "Clean & Sober" 
H      Grafton -Stovall 
7:00 PM 




'Add your canrributUM to The Wall' 
10:00 AM-2.-O0PM 
"Mind Magic" 
Illusionist Bob Fellows 
Graf! on-Stovall 
,7:00 PM 
Participate in any Alcohol Awareness Week Event and receive 1 
a yellow ribbon to wear signifying your participation. 
And throughout the Week... 
Participate in building 'The Wall:" 
An opportunity for JMU students, faculty, and staff to 
acknowledge their positive and negative experiences 
associated with alcohol and other drug choices. Bricks will be 
available at the Information and Commons tables and other 
Alcohol Awareness Week Activites. 
mi iwin e \KKMH I iHIIMIO C \U|{N(H [ 
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National Coalition Building 
institute 
10/13 6:30-9:30 p.m. 
Room 404. Taylor Hall 
L ■ 
K.J-r4' ? i vM; 11111 •«»' I; ■     ■ ^H 
l^l^l^H•;rv»■ i^H -■- ■,■■■■■■'■ .• 
Prejudice takes many forms 
and can be directed at any 
group.  A common factor, 
however, is the threat of 
violence that frequently runs 
through prejudicial acts. Join 
us for an interactive 
workshop that addresses this 
important issue. 




Conference of Christians 
and Jews 
10/14 5-9 p.m. 
Chandler Hall 
Be JMU's guest for dinner 
and a discussion of the 
perceptions different groups 
have of each other. Jeff 
Spence will lead us in 
establishing new ways to view 
and interact with each other. 
WORKS HOP 
SERIES .... 
One for All 
JMU Outriggers (Peer Leadership 
Consultants) 
Leadership Education and 
Development Cen 
10/28  6-8 p.m. 
Student Activities Conference Room 
Taylor Hall 
The JMU Outriggers, a group 
of peer leadership 
consultants, will demonstrate 
techniques, strategies and 
models for effective 
teambuilding.  Your 
organization will grow 









JMU Health Center 
10/20 7-9 p.m. 
Student Activities Conference 
Room 
Taylor Hall 
Professional ethics and honor 
codes are one thing, but what 
about personal ethics? Is it 
appropriate to have different 
ethical standards for different 
situations? This workshop 
will examine situations and 
dilemmas in light of both 









Dr. Linda Seligmann 
10/27  6:30-8:30 p.m. 
Student Activities Conference 
Room 
Taylor Hall 
Are you ready to work, live, 
and succeed with people from 
cultures different than your 
own? Join Dr. Linda 
Seligmann, JMU professor of 
Anthropology, for a discussion 
of cultural barriers and how 






THE LEADERSHIP SERIES IS OPEN TO ALL JMU STUDENTS. PLEASE INDICATE BELOW 
WHICH WORKSHOP YOU PLAN TO ATTEND AND RETURN THIS FORM TO: 





□ PREJUDICE & ITS UNDERTOW OF VIOLENCE 
□ PERCEPTIONS 
Q ARE ETHICS SITUATIONAL? 
a BORDER CROSSINGS: TRANSLATING CULTURES 
Q ONE FOR ALL 
^m wm 
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Does the liberal philosophy bring down America? 
Liberals aren 't anti-American, 
they're progressive and fair 
POINT 
I see some disturbing trends forming 
with the most recent editorials and letters 
to the editor. There seems to be the idea 
that liberals and liberal thought is 
somehow inherently evil and wrong. I 
think that the students of JMU deserve 
another opinion of 
what liberal thought 
is, what it entails, 
and frankly, why it 
is acceptable and 
maybe even correct. 
From the 
beginnings of time, 
the liberal factions 
have stood for 
progress and 
change       within 
society,       while 
conservatives stand 
for the status quo. If 
conservatives had 
been  allowed   to ^^~^^~-"~*^-— 
dominate in this nation, as many have 
advocated, the stagnation of society would 
be immense. 
For example, Max Surlkov argued in 
the Sept. 27th Breeze that Columbus was 
the classic liberal. Fine, that may be true, 
but if it wasn't for this man, you might be 
living in another country right now. Now 
we all know that Columbus was not the 
most heroic of characters, but he did have 
a grand vision and followed through 
against popular thought to accomplish that 
vision. It is this idea of looking towards 
the future, rather than lamenting the past, 
that separates the liberal from the 
conservative. To suggest that liberalism is 
anti-American is ludicrous, for it is 
liberals that have shaped U.S. history and 
made America what it is today. 
Another liberal principle is to allow all 
factions to be represented in their 
government. This is not an opinion shared 
by Eric Johnson, who wrote, 
"homosexuals, ethnic minorities, feminists 
and others . . . charge that America is 
incorrigibly racist, sexist, homophobic, 
etc., and therefore of little value." The 
problem with this statement is that he did 
not realize that these problems are pushed 
into the forefront because we, as liberals, 
place so much value in this country that 
we want our problems solved so that 
America can be a better place to live. 
Like it or not, there are differences in 
Americans that are not acknowledged, and 
by Brian McEntire 
It is liberals 
that have shaped 
U.S. history and 
]made America 
what it is today. 
>> 
unless all factions are included, they will 
continue to be swept under the rug by this 
Euro-centric nation. Johnson must realize 
that our "common heritage" includes more 
than our European ancestors. The United 
States is truly a unique collection of 
people from all 
different ancestral 
backgrounds, and 
merely focusing on 
one ancestry does 
not give justice to 
those from other 
backgrounds. I am 
not advocating the 
destruction of 
European and U.S. 
history, but rather I 
am advocating that 
American history 
should be a true 
representation of 
^~—~~~"——^^ Americans. 
In addition, liberal thought is based on 
the principle of hope. Liberal thinkers tend 
to look upon the possibilities in a society, 
while conservatives focus on the 
problems. For example, conservatives 
from Alexander Hamilton to Pat Buchanan 
have advocated an isolation from world 
culture. On the contrary, liberals from 
Thomas Jefferson to Bill Clinton speak of 
the amazing possibilities that can arise 
from contact with others. CUnton's health 
care plan is another example. Under this 
plan, every American would be able to be 
treated for their illnesses without worry of 
cost. The methods of paying for this 
program have been clearly defined. 
However, conservatives lament over the 
costs while ignoring the benefits. It is this 
half-full, half-empty glass mentality that 
separates the liberal and the conservative. 
Personally, I like my glass half-full. 
Finally, Surlkov used foreign language 
terms in a clever way in his attempt to 
chastise liberals. Well, let me give some 
terms in English, a language that we can 
all understand. My thesaurus says that 
synonyms for liberal include "tolerant," 
"progressive," and "broad-pminded," 
while synonyms for conservative include 
"narrow-minded," "strict," and "meager." 
Given those choices, I am proud to say 
that I hold to the values of the liberal. 
Junior Brian McEntire is a political 
science major. 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Expansion will cause problems now, 
but will pay off for future students 
To the editor: 
Ah, crane's in the way, asbestos warnings abound, 
stairways blocked, books in storage, loud noises emanating 
from everywhere — what kind of library is this? Well, you 
might ask. Clearly, it is a library being expanded and 
renovated — thanks to the passage of a bond issue last year. 
The last major expansion of Carrier Library was over 10 
years ago. Since that time, James Madison University has 
grown from about 8,000 to nearly 12,000 students. The 
library's services and collections have grown as well. The 
combination has resulted in no space for books, readers or 
expanded services. Several years ago, plans were developed 
which would add an additional floor space to the 1982 
addition (approximately 18,000 square feet), plus some 
Americans are individuals, but 
liberals lump us all together 
Liberalism's attempts at equalizing 
society is un-American. America, which 
was founded upon rugged individualism, 
is being destroyed by the hedonism of the 
left. This leftist mantra of distribution of 
equality is fallacious on several counts. 
First, equality of 
competition, winners and losers. 
Historically, the driving force behind this 
fear is an inferiority complex coupled with 
hatred; hatred is possible only through 
feeling helpless before a more powerful 
person. An inferior person can only hate 
the stronger, while 
ffl COl M KK POINI 





existence is false 
liberalism.     The 
happy dolt who says 
"All     men     are 
created      equal" 
evokes Procrustes, 
the legendary Greek 
robber and sadist,  differences and 
who tortured his .-. 
victims by flinging  StmtlflCatlOnS 
them onto a bed and , . . 
making them nt its and is un-American. 
length. Those who " 
were too short were stretched and nailed 
down and those who were too tall were cut 
to size. Liberalism attempts to achieve the 
same results by equating everyone. 
By treating everyone "equally", they, of 
course, are not made equal. In a free 
society the better-prepared will get ahead 
faster — "Honor to whom honor is due." 
"Political Correctness," "Affirmative 
Action" and "Gender Neutrality" 
movements are standard liberal responses 
to supposed inequity of power. Since such 
equalities are impossible to achieve, they 
should never be attempted. Perfect 
equality is only viable in perfect Utopian 
society. In all Utopias, individuality and 
achievement are suspect 
Secondly, liberals are baffled by the 
mystery of personality. Human beings are 
different. No two individuals are alike in 
terms of intellect, physical strength, 
beauty, ambition or education. Liberals 
subscribe wholeheartedly to the Utopian 
"zero sum" fallacy of collectivism. 
I, like other true rightists, do not 
believe that any person is superior to 
another; therefore, I do not attempt to 
equate anyone. Liberalism, however, is 
insistent on having everyone be equal. The 
word "one" is the liberal symbol: one race, 
one language, one law, one ideology, one 
centralized world state. Liberalism is 
horizontal and collectivist, while rightism 
is vertical and personal. 
Thirdly, liberals act out of fear, 
inferior's revenge. They fear excellence, 
>t 
the more powerful 
will not feel hate, 
but contempt for 
the inferior. As a 




in   the   name   of 
progress, position 
certain    personal 
freedoms ahead of 
total societal rights. 
Liberals are clearly 
'   unaware of 
Aristotle's dictum that "Society is clearly 
prior to the individual." Since freedom is 
only relative, a true liberal will want to 
push it to extreme limits wherever 
possible. Rightists, on the other hand, tend 
to use caution and historical inferences as 
a basis for progressive reform. 
Liberals constantly berate rightists for 
having fanatical devotion to status quo. A 
true rightist, however, does not want to 
cling to the past for its sentimentality. He 
first wants to discover what is eternally 
true and valid and then either discard or 
reinstall it, no matter if it is ancient, 
contemporary, new or ultramodern. 
A true rightist stands for liberty, a free, 
unprejudiced form of thinking; seeing man 
as neither beast nor angel, asserting the 
uniqueness of human beings, which 
cannot be translated into numbers. The 
leftist is an enemy of diversity and a 
fanatical promoter of identity. In all leftist 
Utopias, paradises in which every one is 
the same, envy is dead and the enemy is 
either dead or utterly humiliated. Since 
America is a melting pot of cultures and 
personalities and individuals, American 
society cherishes competition which 
results in success and failure, and 
empowers those who are determined to 
succeed. Leftism loathes achievement, 
differences and stratifications and as such, 
it is a truly un-American spectacle. 
Junior Max Surikov is an accounting 
major. 
renovations of the existing building. 
The construction began in earnest this summer and will 
be completed by the end of next summer. When the project 
is finished, the results will be: 
• A new floor that will house some 78,000 additional 
volumes of books and a compact storage area for additional 
materials in the basement 
• Nine group study rooms. 
• A 100-seat library instruction classroom to handle classes 
of all sizes. 
• Moving all periodical collections to the second floor, 
including microforms; students will no longer have to go to 
three different locations for magazines. 
• Relocating the law library and government documents to 
the first floor in order that librarians may better help 
students use these two valuable collections. 
• An expansion of the electronic reference services, 
including expanding the networking of heavily used CD- 
ROM indexes such as PsyClit, ERIC, ABINFORM, etc. 
• Expanded seating, including double-decker carrels which 
will enable more students to have quiet study areas. 
There are and will continue to be inconveniences. We 
are posting the activities relating to construction in the 
lobby each day in order to keep you informed. In the long 
run, it will be worth it to those of you who will continue to 
use Carrier Library and for generations of students yet to 
come. The library staff is aware of the inconveniences and 
is more than willing to assist any user who cannot find 
materials or relocated services. Please do not hesitate to ask 
for assistance. 
Dennis E. Robison 
university librarian 
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Opinion 
Music your SGA wouldn't like 
When we were growing up, our parents offered 
us "suggestions" and "constructive 
criticism" they felt would help us make 
responsible decisions. "That's just a 
suggestion, though. You do what you need to do," our 
parents said. But surely, we knew there would be 
consequences to face if their "suggestion" wasn't 
followed to the letter. In those cases, the suggestion 
became a command. 
Tonight, two Student Government Association 
committees may vote to take on a parental role by passing 
a bill that could possibly force WXJM into accepting their 
suggestions as commands. 
The bill calls for a student survey concerning the 
programming of WXJM."AI1 this is, is an information 
survey," said Michael Booker, the senator who introduced 
the bill. 
The bill states, "Whereas WXJM was established at 
JMU to represent the musical tastes of all students, and 
whereas WXJM is funded through the SGA, and, 
essentially, the students, and whereas not all musical 
tastes of the vast and diverse population of JMU are 
represented by WXJM. . ," and proposes the SGA 
"conduct a random survey of students to determine what 
music they think should be played on WXJM..." 
The survey results would be passed on to the station. 
The bill makes no demands that the programming change 
to reflect the results. It makes no assumption the 
programming would change at all. In fact, this bill may be 
in the best interest of the students who, in theory, should 
benefit from the station's programming. But the results of 
the survey would become inherently more than a 
"suggestion." 
Booker said if any pressure was being placed on 
WXJM to adhere to the survey, he would kill the bill 
immediately. However, if the station's managers choose 
to disregard to the survey results, it is not entirely 
impossible that they could experience some backlash this 
spring when the SGA reviews and approves their budget 
After all, the SGA has absolute control over such front- 
end budgeted organizations. 
Because the station is non-profit and non-commercial, 
it depends on the SGA and fundraisers to survive. The 
SGA funds the majority of the station's $23,000 budget. 
When any body of government has monetary control 
over a mass medium, it can lead to major problems. Out 
of fear of retribution, the station's managers can censor 
themselves to avoid being censured by the body that 
holds the pocketbook. Because of the reporting nature of a 
radio station, it should not be held accountable to the 
"suggestions" of any government-type group. That kind 
of control and the fear of an underlying threat to comply 
with such a governing, funding body, can lead to a 
"chilling effect" 
This chilling effect can force compromise in the 
beginning and censorship in the end. 
It is understandable that the SGA is concerned about 
meeting the needs of students — that is its function. But 
intervening in the business of a campus medium is over- 
stepping its bounds. The content of the radio station 
should be completely separated from the operating budget 
SGA allocates the organization from student fees. 
If WXJM is not meeting the needs of its listeners, the 
station should find that out for itself, not by way of 
"suggestions" from the group that pays it to play. 
Students concerned about die legitimacy of this kind of 
bill should contact their senators and go to these 
committee meetings. If you want to hear changes in 
WXJM, encourage the station managers to do their own 
survey. If it truly is a student radio station, warranted 
change will occur. 
In any case, it is essential that the SGA not let 
"suggestions" become commands over the content of a 
theoretically independent campus medium. 
The house editorial is written by a member of the editorial 
board and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the 
individual staff members. 
Editorial Policy 
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Who do you think he got it from?" 
James Brown, during his concert in the 
Convocation Center on Saturday, commenting on 
Michael Jackson's dancing. 
a 
We are essentially becoming VMI's whore." 
A Mary Baldwin professor quoted in the Oct. 6 
Chronicle of Higher Education on the all-male 
Virginia Military Institute setting up a comparable 
leadership program at Mary Baldwin. 
a 
JNo stopping or standing." 
Message on a sign by the bus stop in front of Zone 
Showker Hall. 
n 
Are you guys manning the table?" 
Senior Chris Munson to the women who were 
working at the Equal information table in Warren 
Hall on Tuesday. 
a 
JNO, we're womening the table." 
Senior Sarah Fischer, a member of Equal, 
responding to the above question. 
Li. 
It was almost like Waco all over again. But I dare 
say the city is not a Davidian compound that needs 
to be bombarded with rock music." 
Daily News-Record managing editor Ken Mink 
in an Oct. 9 DNR column on the "noise" generated 
by the Video Dance Party at the campus center 
Thursday night. 
a 
1 hey are misleading and worthless unless you're 
a 300-pound linebacker." 
Sophomore Greg Yakaitis on why he doesn't like 
the Freedom Plans. (See the page 3 dining article.) 
I hey tell me I've got bamboo fever. 
Senior Beau Tilley on being a non-Asian member 
of the Asian American Association. 
If I'm in Washington too long, I forget the 
important things." 
Radio journalist Noah Adams on the stifling 
environment of the nation's capital. Adams, who 
hosts a National Public Radio show, spoke at the 
Spotswood Country Club on Friday. (See article on 
page 3.) 
**T It was just a gut feeling." 
Football coach Rip Scherer on his pre game 
decision to start quarterback senior Mike Cawley, 
who ended up being named the Yankee Conference's 
Offensive Player of the Week. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Sex is talk of the town* — doesn't 
have to be common practice 
To the editor: 
"Let's talk about sex, baby. Let's talk about you and me. 
Let's talk about all the good things and the bad things that 
can be. Let's talk about sex." 
Sex seems to be the talk of the town. Health educators 
seem to always be preaching about the use of a condom. 
They just kind of assume that everyone understands the 
meaning of sex. Webster's Dictionary defines sex as "the 
sum of the structural and functional differences by which the 
male and female are distinguished, or the phenomena or 
behavior dependent on these differences." Sex is much 
deeper than a physical act between two people, but people 
these days seem to be demeaning it. REM sings in a lyric, 
"You don't really love that guy you're sleeping with now do 
you? I know you don't love that guy because I can see right 
through you." Think about it: What does sex mean to you? 
There are too many people who will go out and sleep 
with some random person whom they hardly even know. 
They feel comfortable enough to be naked with someone 
(perhaps with the help of alcohol), yet the next day they are 
afraid to pick up the phone and call their "partner." If you are 
going to engage in "divine intervention," then don't you 
think you should really know your partner? Rarely do you 
fall in love with a person whom you slept with on the first 
night you met them. Sex should evolve from love, and that is 
what should be taught in schools. Every freshman this year at 
JMU was given a small booklet called Sexual Etiquette 101. 
This informational booklet emphasizes communication. They 
stress that you should be comfortable with your physical and 
emotional self and to make your own decision 
However, for the person who decides to go out and "love 
the one you're with," be aware of the consequences. Having 
casual sex is not a safe option. There are many Sexually 
Transmitted Diseases that are around the JMU campus, 
among them are genital warts, chlamydia and genital herpes. 
Condoms are a good preventive measure to protect 
yourself against STDs, but they are by no means 100 percent 
effective. Communication and education are the best 
preventive measures against STDs. Think twice about 
hopping in the sack with some random person. Follow Janet 




Tribute to a true basketball legend; 
Thanks for the memories, Michael 
To the editor: 
Thank you Michael — for being the best and becoming a 
hero. I watched you retire as I occasionally watched you 
play. I don't follow much basketball, but you still amazed me 
with the finesse and power that rarely coexist within the 
same body. It will be a matter of time before anybody, 
including yourself, will realize what you meant, what you've 
done, the world you touched. 
like Babe before you, you saved your sport in a time of 
near death. You taught America how to fly — not with wax 
and feathered wings, but shoes of leather and plastic and 
always brightly colored. Bigger than the game and often life 
itself, you were the gentle giant, the role model that Barkley 
couldn't handle. Others looked foolish matched up with you 
— they were the best, you were inhuman. And like a true 
champion, you want to live your life on top — and you 
probably will. So you leave our collective public eye to chase 
other dreams and to become your own hero; to climb even 
higher off the court 
In a time when true heroes are often considered 
anachronistic, you proved that it is not the case. Simon and 
Garfunkel once asked, "Where have you gone Joe 
DiMaggio? Our nation turns its lonely eyes to you." You 
answered and proved to an entire generation that greatness is 
not only in the past, that there are records that still need to be 
broken — the dreamers of the world still have something to 
dream about. We can still embrace heroes and become 
heroes ourselves — thank you for that. 
You gave that generation the permission and 
encouragement to meet you at the top, you showed how it  . 
could be, not how it has to be. And we can only pay you 
back with respect 
But instead, we killed your father — dead on the side of 
an interstate in nowhere, America. The very people whom 
you tried to inspire — young people, of all politically correct 
hyphenated races, hath forsaken you. How sobering that as 
you let us live your dream, we made you live our nightmare. 
But still, you did what a man of your caliber would rightly 
do — you forgave. The only punishment is that we can no 
longer watch you fly, only remember what might have been. 
When we look back, it will be nostalgic. In that nostalgia, 
you will become even greater — immortal. We will never 
see you wither into average and ultimately into feeble. Our 
only memories of you will be great, heroic. Thank you for 
that 
And thank you for everything, Michael. Thank you for 
winning. Thank you for gambling. Thank you for showing us 
that greatness still exists. We will miss you. 




Sun^Mon.       Ilium 
TIM. - Sat.      nun • za.m. 
43-DUKES 
C4394537) 
Minimum Delivery $5 
BULLDOG 
RoHQf Bppf, Turkoij, Provolono 
French Frif"; & L£. Drink 
#2    Steak & Cheee 
Srn. Mozz. Sticks £ 
Lg. Drink        _ 
#-> MR. BIG BURGER 
French Fries ?J In. Drink 
#4   JAMES MADISON 
Roast Bnof ?j Cheddar 
°' WILD TURKEY 
Turkpij, Bacon, Mi Lin« 
Choose Fries & If,. Drink 
A Special Treat 
To Give or Receive 
... A Massage! 
20 minute bead, neck and shoulder $10 
30 minute full body $20 
1 hour full body $30 
Break chronic tension patterns with a 
muscle-soothing massage. It's the perfect gift 
to give yourself or a friend or loved one!* 
Our massages are given by certified massage 
therapists. For more information, or to schedule a 
massage, call: 
RMH Women's Health Focus 
738 South Main Street, Harrisonburg 
433-4641 or 1-800-277-1021 
Valley Wellness Center 
411 Stone Spring Road, Harrisonburg 
434-6224 
•Specially packaged gift certificates an available! 
ROCKINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
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FAMILY TIES 
A Week-long Exploration of Our Families and Ourselves 
Families in the 90's provide us with both "roots" and "wings". 
The Counseling and Student Development Center presents these 
unique opportunities for the JMU community to explore the 
influences of our families on who we are: 
Evening Workshop Series 
Each program provides a chance to learn, discuss and explore! 
•Sunday, Oct. 10, 7 - 9 PM 
Allegheny Room, Warren Hall 
•Monday, Oct. 11, 7 - 9 PM 
Allegheny Room, Warren Hall 
Women's Resource Center 
Logan Hall 
•Tuesday, Oct. 12, 7 - 9 PM 
Allegheny Room, Warren Hall 
Taylor Hall, Room 304 
•Wednesday, Oct. 13, 7 - 9 PM 
Allegheny Room, Warren Hall 
Taylor Hall, Room 304 
Taylor Hall, Room 311 
"Life with Mom & Dad: Family 
Influences on Who We Are" 
"Fathers & Sons: Getting to 
Know Him" 
"Mothers & Daughters: The 
Paradoxical Bond" 
"Adult Children of Divorce: 
Caught in the Middle" 
"Bottled Up: Growing Up in 
Alcoholic Families & 
Moving On" 
"Picking Up the Pieces: 
Moving On in Dysfunctional 
Families" 
"When Families Hurt: Growing 
Up with Abuse & Moving On" 
"Around the Dinner Table: 
Growing up with Eating 
Problems" 
Brown Bag Lunches on Campus 
"Women, Wives 6 Work:  Women's Changing Roles, America's 
Changing Families" 
Tuesday, October 12th, Women's Resource Center, Logan Hall 
12:15 Brown Bag — Faculty Panel 
"Family Life in the Soup Bowl:  Today's Families in 
American's Cultures" 
Wednesday, October 13th, Hillcrest, Honors Program 
Noon Brown Bag — Student Panel 
Parent's Weekend Sunday Speaker 
Sunday, Oct. 17th at 2 PM 
Highlands Room, Warren Hall 
"From Wonder Years to College Years! 
New Identities, New Roles, New Relationships" 
-A Program for Students and Their Parents- 
by Anthony Keitt, Dean of Students, Randolph-Macon College 
For More Information Call 568-6552! 
These activities are sponsored by the JMU Counseling & Student Development 
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Picture This: Homeco 
Fall foliage, a plethora of i 
parties and alumni dress* 
array of purple and gold 





(Above) A member of Kappa Alpha Psl performs during the Step Show 
Friday. The event, sponsored by the Office of Multicultural Student 
Services, was won by Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity. (Middle) The 
cheerleaders and Dukettes joined the festivities, which Included a 
parade and a bonfire, Friday before the game. 
Homecoming 1993 offered a variety of activities including the 
traditional step show competition, the first homecoming parade, concerts 
by JMU bands and was capped off by a football win in the final minutes 
over the No. 2 ranked Delaware Blue Hens. 
In the spirit of the Homecoming theme, "Celebrate me home," alumni 
returned to JMU to visit old friends, inspect changes to the campus and to 
take part in the annual tailgate parties during the football game. 
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lining '93 
of tailgate 
»ssed in an 
old for a 
I win... 
Top right, former and 
present students packed 
Bridgeforth stadium to 
enjoy the Dukes victory 
over Delaware. Middle 
right, Damon Forge, 
Mike O'connel and Keith 
Johnson enjoy a beverage 
while tailgating during the 
football game Saturday. 
Bottom right, 2 year old 
Devon Goeller came with 
his parents Thomas Jane 
Geoller for the game, but 
found these balloons a bit 
more interesting. 






































One Large "WORKS" & One Large 
Two Topping Only 
433-PAPA 13S 
433-7272 
KAPLAN IS BACK AT JMU 
LSAT 
GRE 
The most complete arsenal of test prep 
tools in the world. 
LSAT classes begin 10/20 
GRE classes begin 10/27 
For more information call 
1 -800-KAP-TEST 
AH JMU students take 10% 
OFF the full tuition! 
KAPLAN 
The answer to the test question. 
Classes are sponsored by the Center for Professional Development. 
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1 feel good!' 
Soulful performance adds to Homecoming 
by Anne Marriott 
style editor 
The last thing James Brown said at his 
preconcert press conference Saturday 
night was, "I feel good." 
But good and nervous seemed a more 
Titling description, even for the "Godfather 
of Soul." Although he has been 
performing in front of audiences for more 
than 40 years, Brown admitted to being a 
"nervous wreck" before taking the stage. 
His anxious feelings didn't last long. 
Dressed in a royal-blue jumpsuit and 
diamond-studded boots, he look the stage 
and added a little soul to the homecoming 
festivities. 
Along with his entourage. Brown 
performed for two-and-a-half hours in 
front of an eager audience. 
"I was really impressed with the 
amount of time he put into it for a concert 
he could have blown off," junior Brian 
Moriarty said. "He was totally in charge of 
everything — 1 was blown away." 
This dedication to the show is part of 
what gave Brown 74 R& B Top 20 hits and 
17 No. 1 hits like the hit song "Living in 
America." 
Senior Kim Balsbaugh said, "I liked it 
because it was electrifying." 
Bennett McRackan originally came to 
walch the homecoming game, but when he 
found out that Brown was playing, he 
started looking for tickets. 
"We would have come just for James 
Brown," he said. 
McRackan has been a Brown fan since 
he first saw him in 1962 in South 
Carolina. At the time, Jimi Hendrix was 
playing lead guitar for Brown. 
Benny Shepherd said, "We just want to 
see him in concert" 
Part of this large following may be 
because of the style Brown rocked the 
music world with some 40 years ago. 
Brown dropped out of school in the 
seventh grade. He began his musical 
training in gospel at his church in 
Augusta, Ga., but said that he couldn't 
compete with the masters like Beethoven 
and Schubert, so he decided to create his 
own genre. 
He broke every law in music, he said, 
when he went on the downbeat. 
"That gave me a place that I didn't 
know where I was coming from," Brown 
said. He laughed and compared himself to 
rocker Chuck Berry. 
Berry's song "Roll Over Beethoven," 
released in the '50s, supposedly broke the 
rules of music. Then Brown introduced an 
even more reckless song. 
"When I made 'Papa's Got a Brand 
New Bag,' I guess he became 'spinning 
Beethoven.'" 
The "Godfather" changed the musical 
world when he introduced his new style of 
breaking musical rules. Statistics show 
that in today's music about 90 percent is 
accredited to Brown. 
"'Papa's Got a Brand New Bag' 
changed the beat, changed the feel," 
Brown said. 
It's hard to imagine that mis man — so 
well-known for his music — was once a 
professional boxer and a janitor. In fact, 
the song "Please, Please," was written 
about his time as a janitor. Brown 
attributes this song as a changing point in 
his life. 
"It made me do some things I didn't 
dream of doing," Brown said about 
writing the song. He said that after he 
created this song, he realized that "life is 
changing for James Brown." 
BROWN page 21 
CRAIG NEWMAN 
CRAIG NEWMAN 
One of 'The Soul Generals' 
guitarists performs a solo at the 
concert (top left). The group 
accompanied the 'Godfather' in 
both the dancing and singing. 
James Brown takes control of the 
stage as he sings 'Living in 
America' (top right). Brown made 
a grand entrance after 30 minutes 
of built suspense. At a press 
conference in the Convocation 
Center Saturday evening. Brown 
stressed the importance of 
education (bottom left). The 
concert was sponsored by the 
University Program Board. 
CRAW NEWMAN 
M 




ONE LARGE SPECIALITY 
CHOOSE 
One Large  " Garden Special"   or 
One Large " All the Meats" or 
One Large with " the Works" 
ONLY       50^"    with this coupon 
A Course In 
Econo 
Students can get great haircuts from professional 
stylists at everyday low prices And you never need an 




With student I.Q 
No double discounts 
32b%bftn 
All Haircare! 
Regis, Nexxus, Paul Mitchell, 
Bolage&VaVoom 
With student I.D 
No double discounts 
$1.00 Off 
Haircut 
With student I.D 
No double discounts 
reg. $8.95 
MastGrCuts       _M^*?f9^_     _M!^*?54^_ 
MasterCuts 
family haircutters 
C Regra CcxpcxMion 1992 VALLEY MALL   564-0777 
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"PHI- 
In 1886, Alpha Phi was the first women's fraternity 
in America to builii and cKrcupy'iis^ov^ciu^teic-lifmse. 
-In 1894, A<J> was the first women's fraternity to use 
"travelling delegates," now known as "Field 
Consultants" and "District Governors." 
In 1902, A$,called the first successful4r^r,-S04p4b| 
meeting,;t>rganizing the first mterfrlterniry 
association (the National Panhellenic Conference). 
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Everything stops at nothing to celebrate Homecoming 
by Trade LigukJ 
contributing writer 
It was a true homecoming for the band 
Everything last Thursday night at JM's 
pub and restaurant. 
This six-man band got their start here 
at JMU when they were students. Now 
two records later, and a few months out of 
school — each member either graduated 
or took leave of the university — the guys 
are taking their music up and down the 
East Coast. 
They came back, though, to give the 
students — who supported them from the 
start — a good show. 
"We're excited to be back," lead-singer 
Craig Honeycult said. "We're having a 
good time." 
Their music is a combination of sounds 
lending to their name. Whether it's the 
spicy "South of the Border" or the sexy 
"Skinny Little While Butt," the guys play 
with pizzazz and energy. 
They describe their music as 
"everything" from soul to reggae to funk 
to rock. And that's what they deliver. 
Audiences love them for it, too. More 
than 200 people turned out for the show 
Thursday night. Senior Patrick Belcher 
said, "It was good show, but it was so 
packed you couldn't do a whole lot." 
Everything also holds a top-10 record 
for the largest audience brought in at the 
Bayou in Washington, D.C. 
"I thought they performed really well," 
senior Todd Creswick said. "They had a 
lot of energy." 
Energy is another part of Everything's 
success. They're likely to play an encore 
or two after playing until 1:30 a.m. 
The last couple of times I saw them at 
JM's, they weren't as good as their last 
show," senior Jamie Samuels said. "The 
crowd was more into it — jumping and 
dancing around." 
Everything relies heavily on audience 
participation. The more "into the show" 
the audience gets, the more "into the 
show" the band gets. For the band 
members, it's not really a show — they're 
just playing their stuff. 
"We're just jamming," Honeycult said. 
But they're still looking to make it big. 
Ideally, die band would like to play in a 
stadium someday. But their list of 
accomplishments isn't shabby. The guys 
have opened for such well-known bands 
as The Ramones and The Connells. 
"We're going to go as far as we can 
gel," Honeycult said. "We're making 
music, getting better, keep expanding and 
just getting better." 
Their latest album, Sol-Id, is a 
conglomeration of sounds, combining 
recordings from their live shows as well as 
in-the-studio tracks. Honeycult says that 
the mixture breaks up die staleness of the 
album. 
Their next big endeavor will be going 
out to Colorado to join in the national 
collaboration of college bands called 
AWARE. They'll be joining bands like 
Grapes Mango Jam and Beanland. 
Do you or your 
organization do 
i 
If you do, then call Anne or 
Barbara at 568-3846. 
(And if you're interested in 
writing about stylish events, 
come to the Style section 
meeting tonight at 7.) 
FILE PHOIO 
Saxophonist of Everything, Richard Bradley takes a breather while lead singer 
Craig Honeycutt sings. Everything opened for Toad the Wet Sprocket last year. 
This is quite a way for a college band 
that started in ihe basement of Hillside 
Hall four years ago. 
They're made up of Honeycutt, 
keyboardist Mark Rcinhardt, percussionist 
Nathan Brown, saxophonist and singer 
Richard Bradley, bass guitarist Dave 
Slankard, and guitarist and keyboardist 
Steve Van Dam. Currently, the band 
makes its home on a ranch in Sperryville. 
The guys aren't looking to up-root 
themselves to Atlanta or Seattle anytime 
soon. 
"Virginia has given us our start," 
Honeycult said, "and it's here where we'll 
continue to be based out of." 
They're gelling major air time on 
Washington radio stations and are 
constantly on the road, playing at clubs 
and colleges. But this weekend, they were 
just looking to have a good time at 
Homecoming. They wanted to "just play 
— you learn from experience," Honeycutt 
said. "Oh, and have fun." 
Brown  
continued from page 19 
But his songs aren't only about his life. 
Brown likes to take issues of the day and 
put these thoughts into his music. He deals 
with topics like violence on the streets, 
education and self-improvement. 
His lyrics and style have moved some 
people to honor him as a legend. For 
example, the town of Steamboat, Co., 
named a bridge after him earlier this year. 
"Musk has been one thing, a universal 
language, and has gotten through to the 
major hearts of the people," Brown said. 
Put God first, and 
then go out and do the 




Reginald Simmons, Brown's lawyer, 
added, "Mr. Brown has a PhD. in life, 
music and a chronic ability to know 
what's going on in life." 
He continued to say that Brown has a 
wisdom behind his imagination, and that 
this wisdom came not from school but 
from experience. Brown said that he 
doesn't suggest this method of learning for 
everyone though. 
Having a strong interest in education. 
Brown even titled one his songs "Don't Be 
A Dropout." He also mentioned during 
the show that a good education is the 
means to a better life. 
"If you don't know it," he said, "you 
can't do it." 
For a man who seems to know how tc 
live, spirituality has become a consistency 
for Brown, something he said that he's 
realized over the past few years. This 
spirituality is something that has allowec 
Brown to become a father-figure tc 
Simmons, who's a minister as well as a 
lawyer. 
He advised the crowd Saturday night to. 
"put God fust, and then go out and do the 
best you can with what you've got, and 
never feel that you can't make iL" 
Simmons said encouragement like this 
is part of what makes Brown a 
"magnificent person." 
"He's very unselfish," Simmons said 
"If he sees someone who's trying to dc 
something on his own, he'll go out of his 
way — above and beyond the call of duty 
— to help that person." 
His commitment to the community does 
not take away from his dedication to his 
career. Brown said he wants tc 
concentrate on his musical career for now. 
"I'm in show business and it's a year- 
round thing," Brown said. 
This means that he will constantly look 
for new music ideas and try to find a way 
to incorporate messages into his music. 
Currently, he said he'd like to influence 
Americans to stop the rise in violence ir 
this country. 
Brown said that he'll be singing 
dancing and screeching for long time tc 
come. 
"I'm going to retire when I'm as old a; 
George Bums," Brown said. 
And even then, he said, he'll onlj 
partially retire. 
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Si 
r TUB    **■   RESTAURANT 
Where music lives, 
171 N. Main St. Harrlsonbun*. VA 22801 
Monday Madness  Open Stage 
Gabe Creire 
Tuesday -Alternative Music Night 
(Low Cover) 
Wednesday - ELEVATION CHAIN (rock) 
Thursday - BLUE MIRACLE 
With special opening act 
Sean Michael Dargin Band 
Friday - TITEWIRE (hardrock) 
\Saturday - DQQdtingQtS 
All Star Salute to music of the Grateful Dead 
by their Mends. Featuring: Tom Constanten/ 
former keyboardist of the Grateful Dead 
Tickets on sale now. 
Look for special events at Joker's on WBOP-TV Channel 19. 
Call 433-TUNE for concert information 24 hours a day. 
All shows start at 10:00 or 10:30! 
In a Hurry ? 












Menstrual Cramps? J\r 
'Q3X && 
^ose'-   ^3 
The answer. 
Self Care Clinic 
JMU Health Center 
MON-FRI 8-8 or SAT-SUN 10-6 
568-6177 
SEWN GREEK LETTERS 
SOLID & PRINT MATERIALS *** FAST SERVICE 
,-'■■ 
CUSTOM §CgEENPRINTIN( 
M SCREEN PRIMING 
GROUP DISCOUNTS • LOW MINIMUMS 
NO SET-UP CHARGES • NO ART CHARGES 
BY DAN 
"The T-Shirt Shop" 
Create Your Own 




434-4824      • Valley Mall •      Next to JJC. Penney 
' ■' 1    ■ 
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Sports 
CRAKS NEWMAN 
Quarterback Mike Cawley was named the Yankee Conference Offensive Player of the Week after throwing for 201 yards. 
Dukes shock Fightin' Blue Hens 
with touchdown in final seconds 
continued from page 1 
the lead. 
The Dukes covered 81 yards on five 
plays in 1:19, with the help of a 15-yard 
face mask penalty against Delaware. 
Cawley scored on a 10-yard run and was 
then successful on a two point conversion, 
making the score 21-14 in favor of JMU. 
After Delaware was forced to punt the 
ball back to JMU, the Dukes had the ball 
on their own 47-yard line with 17 seconds 
left in the half. 
On first down, Cawley unleashed a 53- 
yard bomb to senior wide receiver David 
McLcod to stake the Dukes to a 28-14 
halftime advantage. 
Delaware scored two touchdowns in the 
third quarter to knot the score at 28-28. 
But the Dukes regained the lead 35-28 on 
a one-yard run by Agee. 
The Blue Hens would not go away as 
they lied the score early in the fourth 
quarter on a series that covered 83 yards 
and lasted more than six minutes. 
The Dukes' ensuing drive ended at the 
Delaware 18-yard line when Miles 
fumbled a pitch from Cawley. Cawley 
seemed to have recovered the ball, but 
then he lost possession as the Delaware 
defense wrestled the ball away. 
Delaware got a 20-yard field goal out of 
the turnover, putting the Blue Hens up 38- 
35 with 9:53 left in the contest 
Delaware had the ball and the lead on 
their own 37-yard line with 3:30 left. 
With possibly their most potent 
defensive series all season, the Dukes 
forced Delaware into a fourth-and-27 
situation on their own 10-yard line. 
Delaware punter Brian Meyers' short 
kick left JMU with good field position at 
the Blue Hens' 39-yard line and two 
minutes remaining in the game. 
Cawley came out throwing with short 
passes to freshman tight end Ed Perry and 
sophomore wide receiver Juan Dorsey. 
Facing third-and-5 on the Delaware 22- 
yard line, Cawley ran a keeper to the 7- 
yard line. 
Two plays later Cawley snuck in from 
the 3-yard line to give JMU the victory. 
After the remaining 12 seconds licked 
off the clock, the Homecoming crowd 
erupted at the sight of the Dukes 42-38 
upset win. 
"I want the kids to enjoy the daylights 
out of this tonight," Schcrer said. "We've 
got to come back tomorrow and get our 
feet on the ground." 
The Dukes host the University of New 
Hampshire next weekend at Bridgeforth 
Stadium. 
Delaware    0    14    14    10 — 38 
JMU 13   15     7      7—42 
First quarter 
JMU — Agee 3 run (Weis kick), 11:43 
JMU —Cawley 37 run (kick failed). 8:12 
Second quarter 
UD — Fry 3 run (Leo kick), 4:22 
UD — Malloy 6 pass from Fry (Leo kick), 2:41 
JMU — Cawley 10 run (Cawley run), 1:22 
JMU — McLcod S3 pass from Cawley (Wcis 
kick), 0:10 
Third quarter 
UD — Fry 2 run (Leo kick). 7:31 
UD — Malloy 19 pass from Fry (Leo kick) 
JMU — Agee 1 run (Wcis kick), 4:09 
Fourth quarter 
UD — Johnson 2 pass from Fry (Leo kick), 
12:59 
UD — Leo 20 FG, 9:53 
JMU — Cawley 3 run (Wcis kick), 0:12 
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS 
RUSHING — JMU. Cawley 18-107, Miles 15 
69. Agee 10-40. McLeod 1-6. UD. Johnson 13 
95. Brown 13-34. Williams 13-78. Fry 13-13. 
PASSING — JMU. Cawley 15-26-2-201. 
Jones 1-1-0-35. UD. Fry 24-36-2-327. 
RECEIVING — JMU, McLeod 6-98. Dorsey 
5-104, Allen 2-15. Miles 2-13. Perry 1-6. UD. 
Johnson 8-103. Cooper 6-85. Williams 3-31. 
Malloy 3-40. Fitzpatrkk 2-42. Brown 1-13, 
Coleman 1-13. 
Quarterback 
comes of age 
in big victory 
by Alison Boyce 
assistant sports editor 
The quarterback of a football 
team can have the most—or the 
least—glamorous position on the 
team. When the team wins, he's the 
hero. When they lose, he receives 
the brunt of the criticism. 
Sophomore quarterback Mike 
Cawley knows this lesson well. 
Before the Delaware game, 
Cawley had only one win in his three 
starts. His three interceptions against 
Massachusetts last week was a 
lowlighl in a 33-10 JMU loss. 
He picked the perfect opponent in 
Delaware to show what he was 
capable of. 
Cawley racked up 201 yards on 
15-for-26 passing. He also ran in 
three touchdowns, including the 
winning score for the Dukes with 12 
seconds left on the clock. 
These stats earned him Yankee 
Conference and ECAC Offensive 
Flayer of the Week accolades. 
For Cawley, a Syracuse transfer, 
the victory allowed him to prove to 
himself and his critics that he was 
worthy of his starting position. 
"I accept die responsibility," he 
said. "I had a terrible game last 
week. I heard comments where 
people were asking if I was 
colorblind because I threw three 
interceptions." 
Cawley's poor performance 
caused Rip Scherer to spend the 
week considering whether to start 
freshman TJ. Giles. 
Neither Cawley nor anyone else 
knew of his potential benching, with 
Scherer not making his final decision 
until pregame warmups. 
He said his main decision for 
staying with Cawley was simply "a 
gut feeling." 
"I couldn't be prouder of Mike 
Cawley," Scherer said. "I've put a 
lot of pressure on him. He's grown 
up as a quarterback." 
With JMU allowing the Fightin' 
Blue Hens to rally and take 38-35 
lead with under 10 minutes to play, 
Cawley said it was important for him 
to forget earlier bad decisions and 
focus on winning. 
"It hurts when you do something 
bad like throw an interception, but 
you gotta put it behind you," he said. 
For Cawley, who spent most of 
his lime at Syracuse on ihc bench, a 
win over the No. 2 team in the nation 
makes his first season as a starling 
quarterback all the sweeter. 
"It was kind of nice playing for a 
few minutes last year against Put at 
Syracuse," Cawley said sarcastically. 
"But it doesn't really compare 10 
getting the big win against a good 
team." 
^' 
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SKYDIVE 
Come Experience Incredible Adventure 




RANGE (703) 942-3871 
COME JUMP WITH US! 
t 
Same day first jump • U.S.P. A. Rated Staff • 
Static Line • Tandem • Accelerated FreeFall 
^FOUR STAR PIZZA 
You can now CHARGE your Pizza! 



























*1»99 • ALL THE PANCAKES YOU CAN EAT! 
$4,75 ' BREAKFAST BUFFET 11PM - 6AM 
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, & SATURDAY ONLY 














>apers from virgin fibers uses 
energy as recalled paper. 
The Breeze is (Atributing to the recvftig effort by 
recycling allots office parj^well as used 
newspapers. RecyaHjs theflJ   |y we can all give 
something back. Consult yourlofaiyellow pages for the 
nearest recycling agency. 






and weigh the pros and 
cons carefully. 
We know, too, that complex ^ 
personal circumstances can sometimes 
make abortion the best choice. 
At Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services we 
offer family planning and early abortion services 
because we believe a woman should have a full 
range of options available to her. 
Call us for information or to schedule an appoint- 
ment — confidentially of course. 
I-H00-773-4140 
Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services 
Hagerstown. MD 21740    (301) 733-2400 
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Still unbeaten: Dukes edge Monarchs 1-0 
Mathewson scores another overtime goal as JMU moves season record to 11-0-1 
byMikeHeffner 
stqffwriter 
NORFOLK— It was dcja vu for the JMU 
men's soccer team as junior forward Mark 
Mathewson scored his second game- 
winning goal in nine days to lift JMU to a 
1-0 overtime victory over Old Dominion 
Saturday night. 
Mathewson beat George Mason on Oct. 
2 with a goal in the closing minutes as 
JMU won by the same 1-0 score. 
"It feels great," Mathewson said. "I'm 
just glad I'm able to do it for the team." 
Mathewson's goal came with 8:25 left 
in the second overtime. Junior forward 
Chad Wilkinson fired a rocket from 15 
yards out that ODU goalie Tim Figurcido 
stopped. However, Figurcido couldn't 
control the rebound, and Mathewson was 
(here to drive the ball into the net. 
"I was lucky enough to follow it up," 
Mathewson said. "I tried to shoot it under 
under him, and I got it in." 
The Dukes moved their season record 
to 11-0-1, 5-0 in the CAA. The Monarchs 
dropped to 5-4-1,1-2-1 in the CAA. 
"Somebody said we're a blue-collar 
team, and that's true,'* head coach Tom 
Martin said. "I think that's the way the 
CAA's getting to be. Every match is a 
dogfight." 
The Dukes' defense was on once again, 
as junior goalie Brian Bailey recorded his 
fourth shutout and JMU's ninth in 12 
games this season. 
Martin has used a three-goalie rotation 
for most of the year, but with freshman 
Barry Purcell out with a respiratory 
illness. Bailey has started three straight 
games for the Dukes and has a season 
goals-against average of 035. 
"I've come up big a few times now," 
Bailey said. "I've been fortunate. Right 
now, though, I do feel confident in the 
starting role." 
One player who doesn't have a starting 
role is Mathewson. Martin prefers to bring 
him off the bench to relieve seniors Brent 
MIKE HEFFNER 
Junior midfielder Jon Pillion Mows by an ODU defender. The Dukes scored their ninth shutout of the season on Saturday. 
Bennett and Chris Maltese, and 
sophomore Pat McSorley at forward. 
"Mathewson seems to do a better job 
for us coming off the bench, watching 
games for a short while, and taking it from 
there," Martin said. 
Mathewson agreed. "Sometimes it's 
kind of hard to get motivated when you're 
coming off the bench. But now, I feel 
when I come off the bench, I've already 
seen how the game's going. And I can 
more easily find out what my role is." 
The Dukes dominated the game 
statistically, outshooting ODU 23-10 and 
attempting nine corner kicks to the 
Monarchs' one. 
JMU is currently ranked fifth in the 
Soccer America poll and 14th in the 
Intercollegiate Soccer Association of 
America poll. But the Dukes don't feel 
any pressure from the rankings yet. 
"The pressure is not from us," Martin 
said. "The pressure is from other people. 
We're developing confidence and maturity 
as we go along." 
Maltese said, "Pressure comes when we 
lose a game. Right now, it's fun." 
JMU's next four games are at home, 
starting with Virginia Commonwealth on 
Wednesday at 4 p.m. 
GAME NOTES: Senior defender Bob 
Johnston did not play to due to a nagging 
ankle injury. Martin said he is doubtful for 
the VCU game and expected back in about 
a week... The Dukes have now won ihree 
straight CAA games by one goal. 
Volleyball loses match to Marshall, 
looks to next season for turnaround 
Team drops to 1-16 with young squad in need of experience 
MW\C rttrrNER 
JMU's Susan Martin (left) and Marcy Dodd 
by Jon Wadsworth 
contributing writer 
It's been a long season for the JMU women's 
volleyball team. 
The Dukes' record dropped to 1-16 Friday night when 
they were defeated 3-1 by the Marshall Thundering Herd. 
JMU held leads in three of the four games, but came 
up short in the end. 
The fourth and final game was controlled by JMU 
until a late rally by Marshall lifted them over the Dukes 
15-11 to win the match. 
It has been matches like this that have epitomized 
JMU's season, ones where the final score does not show 
the Dukes' improvements. 
Head coach Mary Harrington entered this season 
expecting to rebuild with a team loaded with freshmen 
and sophomores and only one senior. 
She has learned that there is no substitute for 
experience. 
"We're so young that we go out onto the court, make 
silly mistakes, and we beat ourselves," Harrington said. 
The Dukes had 51 kills but made 42 hitting errors 
against Marshall. They also served nine aces but made 17 
serving errors. 
"Those arc things that wc can control with some 
experience," said Harrington, who's in her third year at 
JMU. "It just lakes time." 
The only major injury on the team has been to Zoc 
Anastas, first team All-Conference and team co-captain, 
who had an anterior cruciate ligament replacement and is 
silting out the season as a medical redshirt. 
While the Dukes miss Anastas' presence on the court, 
there have been bright spots for the team. 
"We have a tremendous defensive team and are serve 
receiving very well, better than we have for the last two 
years," Harrington said. 
Next year looks to be a completely different story for 
the Dukes. With nine of 10 players expected to return, the 
future looks very bright for the team. 
"If we bring in two or three strong recruits, our record 
will flip-flop," Harrington said. "It can be that drastic." 
The Dukes next travel to Lynchburg to take on Liberty 
on Oct. 12. 
They then return home and face American on Oct. 15 
and George Mason on Oct. 16. 
mm m 
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Freshman Kristl Palmscclo was denied on this play, but she would later score 
the Dukes' second goal, and her third score of the season. 
Dukes shut out GWU 2-0, 
even season mark at 6-6 
Williamson, Palmaccio provide offense for JMU 
by Kevin Finch 
staff writer 
The women's soccer team got a 
confidence boost Thursday as it shut out 
George Washington University, 2-0 at X- 
Lot Field. 
JMU upped its season record to 6-6 
with the win. 
Sophomore forward Ashley Williamson 
scored her team-leading sixth goal of the 
season, and the defense recorded a shutout 
to lead the Dukes to the win. 
The game remained scoreless for the 
first 41 minutes of play until Williamson 
broke the tie with her tally at the 41:05 
mark. 
"I just made a diagonal run across in 
front of the net, and [Karen Schulstad) 
sent it through on the ground," Williamson 
said. "I just one-touched it past the 
keeper." 
The Dukes offense maintained a 
consistent attack against the Colonial 
defense throughout the first half, but were 
unable to convert. JMU outshot GWU 12- 
4 in the half. 
Meanwhile, senior backs Chantel 
Schwandt and Karen Schulstad and junior 
back Anne Metzger were leading a 
defense that kept the Colonial offense 
quiet. 
The combination of strong defense and 
offense that the Dukes showcased 
throughout the game is a feature that 
Schwandt said the team has been lacking 
in previous games. 
"Finally, it seems like we're clicking," 
Schwandt said. "The three parts of the 
field are finally coming together. It 
seemed like before that, the defense, the 
midfield and the forwards were playing 
different games. In this game, we all 
seemed to work together." 
The second half resembled the first. 
The Colonials were unable to mount an 
attack as the Dukes dominated the 
midfield. 
At die 77:51 mark, freshman midfielder 
Kristi Palmaccio put the game away with 
her third goal of the season. 
Palmaccio said the victory over the 
Colonials was important in more than one 
way. 
"This is a big win for us, because 
they're a well-known team, and we need 
to get our confidence back," Palmaccio 
said after the game. "We have a lot of big 
games coming up." 
Williamson said the win was a morale 
booster for this Tuesday's match at home 
against the 8th-ranked William & Mary 
Tribe. 
"It was a good win for our confidence," 
she said. "They beat some good teams that 
we lost to. It's good confidence for us 
coming up against W&M. That's going to 
be our toughest game of the season." 
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& SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS 
FIELD HOCKEY 
JMU keeps on winning 
The JMU field hockey team shutout 
American, Ohio State and Stanford all in 
the last week to up their overall record to 
10-2-0. 
Freshman midfielder Carole Thate 
scored all Tour goals in the Dukes' 4-0 
victory over American on Wednesday. 
The Dukes won 3-0 over Ohio State in 
Columbus on Friday, with sophomore 
midfielder Gwen Sloltzfus scoring the first 
goal and sophomore midfielder Jen Wilds 
tallying the final two. 
JMU defeated Stanford 4-0 on 
Saturday, also in Columbus. Thate, Wilds, 
junior forward Eileen Arnoldo and 
sophomore forward (Catherine Clark all 
contributed goals. 
JMU, ranked 7th in the latest NCAA 
lop 20 poll, plays eighth-ranked Maryland 
at home on Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at 
Bridgeforth Stadium. 
NOTES 
• Thate's four goals against American ties 
a JMU single-game record shared by 
Thate and four others. 
• Four assists by senior back Megan Kelly 
against American ties JMU single-game 
record. 
• JMU has won nine straight games. It's 
last loss was 3-2 in double overtime to 
three-time defending NCAA champion 
Old Dominion on Sept 12 
• JMU has won five consecutive games by 









101. Mona Gupta 19:04.0 
112. Samantha Bates 19:08.3 
117. Stephanie Herbert      19:10.8 
126. Melissa Freda 19:18.9 
127. Cindy Price 19:19.2 
178. Jodie Reise 19:53.5 
199. Theresa Prebish        20:24.8 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Dukes finish second at 
Indiana Invitational 
Senior Matt Hollhaus placed second to 
lead the JMU squad to a fourth place 
finish at the Indiana Invitational on 
Saturday in Bkoomington, Ind. 
Hollhaus finished the eight-kilometer 
CONGRATULATIONS 
James Madison University 
1992-93 Scholar Athletes 
Matthew Adamaon  . . . Track 
Brian Albrecht  Soccer 
MaryEilean Alaao   ■ ■ . Basketball 
Dttara Alloway  Swimming 
Htilhtr Almborg .... Hold Hockey 
Christine Amlck   .... Volleyball 
ZoeAnasUs  Volleyball 
JudeArens  Wrestling 
Joshua Baer  Soccer 
Christopher Baker  . . . Track 
Kriatan Ballot  Swimming 
Erics Betas  Track 
William Besne  Baseball 
Jason Bing  Swimming 
Renee Bousselaira . . . Tennis 
Megan Boyte  Lacrosse 
Susan Brinkwortn   . . . Lacrosse 
Sarah Burke  Lacrosse 
RoyCampbsH    Wrestling 
Jonas Cfcotas  Tennis 
Heather Colbert  Held Hockey 
VladimirCuk  Basketball 
Andrew OeFUIppli   . . . Wrestling 
Douglea Detrick   .... Wrestling 
Laurie Dick  Lacrosse 
Erik Doetseh  Swimming 
MarceyDodd  Volleyball 
Klrsten FUnton  Swimming 
Melissa Freda  Track 
Sharon Freetand .... Swimming 
MarkGabriele     Swimming 
Christopher Graham . . Baseball 
Mona Gupta  Track 
Diane HaBowei  Lacrosse 
Elizabeth Heaney .... Track 
Stephanie Herbert   . . . Track 
Carol Hilllard  Field Hockey 
Robert Hoadley     . 
Heather Hoehlein . 
David Hollidsy   . . 
Millhow Hollhaus 
Stefan Huh 
Scott Jackson    . . 
KrisUne Jessen . . 
Tracey Johnson 
Kaarlo Kankkunen 
Brian Kaupa. . . . 
Patricia Kinney  . . 
Maureen Lacy. . . 
Christopher Lac. . 
Kariene Lydic . . . 
Wendi Miller    . . . 
Sherry Mohr. . . . 
Christopher Morse 
Leslie Nason  . . . 
Danielle Powell . . 
Cindy Price 
Timothy Rau  . . . 
Corey Refiner . . . 
Amy Robinson   . . 
Julie Shea  
Gail Shelly 
Jennifer Simmons 
Jennifer Slvils . . . 
Michael Smith    . . 
Melissa Stefan   . . 
Michelle Stefan 
Christopher Strsub. . 











































As recognized by the Colonial Athletic 
Association for earning at least a 3.2 G.P.A. 
and a letter in a conference sponsored sport. 
course in 25:30.76, narrowly beaten by 
Wisconsin All-American Jason Casiano, 
who clocked in at 25:29.92. 
JMU Finishers 
2. Mail Hollhaus 25:30.76 
17. Tom Jeffrey 26:27.88 
18. Jeff Thompson 26:27.96 
26. Mike Marshall 26:53.03 
45. Jesse Tolleson 27:22.55 
46. Dave Holliday 27:25.51 
53. Jon Schlesinger 27:38.14 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 





Freilas (Winihrop) def. Craybas 6-0,6-2 
Su-Peng Ng (Winihrop) dcf. Boussclairc 
64,6-1 
Cox def. Maner (Davidson) 6-3,1-6,6-4 
Jamieson def. Grooms (Davidson) 6-2,6-2 
DeYulia def. Cobb (Davidson) 6-0,6-2 
Doubles 
Craybas-Bousselaire def. Hcnkin Shapiro 
(Maryland) 6-0,6-1 







28T. Niki Crist 80-78-82-240 
40T. Danielle Zahaba       81-79-86—246 
40T. Christy Power 82-78-86—246 
57. Heather Breeden 84-85-87—256 
58T. Heidi McWilliams    83-83-91 —257 
MEN'S TENNIS 
Tarheel Invitational 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 
Oct. 7-10 
Singles 
Harper (North Carolina) dcf. Lisack 6-1, 
64 
Cohen (Richmond) dcf. Long 6-2,6-3 
Blach dcf. Layman 6-2,6-2 
Doubles 
Landau-Kowalski (Wake Forest) dcf. 
Long-Lisack 9-8 
Atkinson-Ahl (East Carolina) def. White 
Layman 9-8 
Gerard-Swart (GMU) def. de Windl- 
Weinberger 9-7 
Applevist-Hede(Mississippi) def. Rowe- 
Phoebus8-l 
LUNCH SPECIAL 
TJtf-W&VMIL ,*.*-*»  /ft? 




0NLYVAL1DM0N.-FRI.  From 11 AM to 3PM 
MUST HAVE THIS COUPON 
' 
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Humor 
CALVIN & HOBBIES/Bill Waturson 
KOWAOAVS, ADS DONT JUST 
SELL A PRODUCT.   THEM SEllJ 
AN ATTITUDE! 
HERE'S A COOL GUV SAVING 
N08ODN TELLS U\tA YWAT TO 
DO.   HE DOES YMATEVEK HE 
WANTS *N0 HE BVSVS THIS 
PRODUCT  AS A REFLECTION 
OF TUAT INDEPENDENCE. 
SO BdCALLV. TH(S MAVERICK 
\S URGING EVERYONE TO 
EXPRESS H«S \NWM\OUAL\T< 
THROJGU C0NFORW\T<  lM 
BRAND-NAME SELECTION ? 





I WAS eoomer J 
THE FAR SIDE/Gory Larson 
The better-equipped slave ships, of course, 
always carried a spare. 
"Yeah, yeah, buddy, I've heard H ad before: You've 
Just metamorphosed and you've got 24 hours to find 
a mate and breed before you die. ...Well, buzz off!" 
"Now, you cant hurt each other wfth those things, 
so next time you bicker, (ust go ahead and vent 
your anger—you'll both feel better." 
VERISIM ILUUDE/fi/FAi/ Coulson 
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SAM 6fWoUSiY ALLOWED 
THE CH|C|<E|vJTO USE THE 
•HOT TUB oME LAST TIME. 
SILLY JIUJE/ Amy 0. 
gEpTS 8U/A KWEE BEGAN/ 
A^TIHe UP AGAIN/. 
"loves/ye... id&s/*x#0T... Lomne... LOVES me MOT. .. LLMZS me... 
icvss ne Norf Mfw/f atom* BAO nous* og •• 
"me WJ CONSID£R6I> smRmte arm loves we/wr SM&AU 
TH5 FLOURS OAfLVme SU fcmiS?H 
"Be wmxruL, ML. /frumri 
DW(T FOR&r ABOUT vou." 
■—* mmm 
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;AMPUS SPECIAL 
Large One Topping 
ONLY 
Free Delivery / 434£FAPA 
Extra toppings only 930 Each! 
Limited Delivery Area. 
adison 
•j 
Fall Semester Schedule 
Oct. 16 — Hiking 
Oct. 30 — ! 
Dct 30 —Kathy's Scuba 
Divine 
Nov. 6-7 — Paint Coo 
Warring 
Nov. 13-14—Cavin* 
Nov. 20-21 — 
Ridtffitf 
r 
Dec 4-5 — Cavins 
For any information on these events 
Please call Alice Donohoe at X4264 
or contact The Madison Outma Club 
P.O. 7151. 
Expires in 30 Days. 
Open For Lunch! 
g\{« assanutten Ski %$sort 
Now hiring for Ski Season 
Full-time, Part-time, Weekends, 
Anytime! 
Lifts, Rentals, Ski Shop, 
Food Service, Cashiers, and Morel 
* Average 20 hours per week and receive 
FREE Skiing & Rentals! 
For More Information, Call 289-9441 
RESERVE    OFFICERS'   TR AINING    CORPS 
BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY 
IS IN CLASS. 
Excitement and adventure is the course descrip- 
tion, and Army ROTC is the name. Its the one col- 
lege elective that builds your self-confidence, 
develops your leadership potential and helps you 
take on the challenges of command 
Theres no obligation until your junior year, and that 
means therefe no reason not to try it out right now. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
Find out more. Contact: 
Captain Doug Keames at 568-6094. 
. 
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Classifieds 
FOR RENT 
Seeking     I 
Corntortabte Ashby Crossing WOJ. Cal 
Sylvia. 5*4-1440. 
Ilfts/mel   OMo  MM   -   EiceNent 
roommaioal AvaBabie nowl Rob, 433- 
Free trips ft meneyl Individuals ft 
studsnt organtzarion* wanted to promote 
hottest Spring Br the ._ . 
call lh« nation'. - 
Programs. (■00)327-8013. 
eak destinations. 
I s reader. Inter-Campus 
Waul to  live  off-cempue Sating 
-    in? Naad ona ncn-enwkktg I 
10 aha/a clean, targe townhouse. Rant 
rwgonabte. Cal Notate. 433-7«3B. 
stove as. caiasaje Sprlna f* - Ferrate 





t as! $375. »7867. 
ns ATB- Ike 
Speekere • Inllnlty SMI22, undat 
warranty. $375 Cal Dan. x7411. 
HELP WANTED 
Earn $2500 a free Spring Braak traps!  1   ■>■■■    sw    rim   iMBIH   ureje m   IIUI 
Sal onkjr eight trips a you 90 (real Baal 
• prices I Bahamas, Cancun. Trips 
Jamaica. Panama Cftyl Groat resume 
sapariancol (B00)67ft6386 
Group, ft Club. . Rakto Up 10 $500 
$1500 In laaa than ona weak. Plus win a 
•p to MTV SpringBreak 04 1 ga a Irsa 
T-sMrt |ust lor calling. (800)050-1039. 
an 86. 
Grsaka ft Clubs - Ralss up to $1,000 In 
|ust ons woakl For your traternity. 
sorority ft dub. Plus $1,000 for yoursstl 
And a Irsa T-shirt lust tor calling. 
(800)832-0628. sat. 75 
Spring Braak 'M - Sa« trips, aam cash 
ft go Traal Studsnt Travel Sarvicas is 
now hiring campus raps. Cal (800)648 
$287.89 - 8a« SO Marios* ceeege T- 
shk*, proM $287 50. 22 das Ion. A risk- 
hoo program. Cal now tor Iroa catalog. 
(800)30<-330B. 
P-T lob - Evenings. Sunday-Thursday. 
$10a$300/wsak Cal 6-9pm. 584 0095 
Spring Braak 141 Breakaway Tours Inc. 
now fiklng campus raps lo promote 
Spring Braak vacations. Earn Irsa trips 
plus highest comrniestane. Destinations 
Include Cancun. Bahamas. Jamaica. 
South Padre Island. Panama Cily. 
Daytona ft Kay Waal. Call (800)214- 
8887. Lara go JMUI 
Artist tor erne* mural ami dr.wing - 
Contact Mike Behan. >7443. 
Campus represantallve needed by 
sportswear company to saH to fraternities 
ft sororlllss. Average $50 to $100 
working one night per week. Call 
(800)242-8104. 
LOST & FOUND 
Found - Large picture ft handbook In 
front ol McGraw long October 8. To 
ctakhcalRsfM. «8807. 
SERVICES 
Typlal - Fast, accurate, reasonable; 
computer/typewriter, resumes ft rush 
jobe. 434-4947 
Typing In my home. Cast 432-197$. 
Skydlvel    Ceme   oiperlonce    an 
Incredible adventure, skydiving. Iha 
ultimate hlghl Call for Information. 
Skydlve Orange. (703)842.3871. Coma 
kimpwifiusl 
NOTICE 
For more Information and 
assistance regarding (ha 
Investigation 51 Hnartcing 
bualnaaaSpportunlllaa ft Work 
at homo opportunltla*, contact 
the Batter Business Bureau 
Inc., 81 (800) 533-5501. 
WANTED 
Wanted - 4 young entrepreneur, with 
a lot ol energy. Musi Ilka music ft the 
spotlight. Call Anthony at 433-5429 





In by 8:30am 
back by 4:30pm 
*on most Horns 




Improve your resume - Add Army 
ROTC lo your ml of accomplishments. 
We provide Iha leadership training top 
companies look lor. Call Army ROTC. 
Captain Doug Kaamas at 588-8284. 
Underclaee picture, will be taken 
September 27 October 14 in Taylor 307. 
Bring a $5 sitting tee. Don't mas outl 
Table Tennla - Singles, Doubles 8 
Mixed. Entriea dose 10712. Sign up in 
rntramurah Office. Warren 300 
Thanka to all who aupported Iha 
Wears' Harvest Ws raised over $250 lo 
teed homeless people. And beat Harvard 
againl 
Weitre.M. needed - Jese' Lunch. 
Apply In parson. No Seniors  22 S  Main 
I terming - Rating lessor*. 
Oak Manor Farms. Cal 234-8101. 
Jobe av.raea. -Wortdwlde Employment 
Weekly published 400* current listings 
a* over the world. 8 Issues tor $36 Cal 
(800)441-0380.11006. 
Football Refs" Officials 
Training Clinic 
Get excellent training white you 
earn money. Employment 
registration 10/12 & 10/13 in 
Godwin 213. Call 568-3940 lor 
more information. 
Vaerbook  photo.  - Be a part ol 
Blueslone September 27 October 14 in 
Taylor 307. Please bnng a $5 sitting lee 
Volleyball Tournament - October 16, 
$300 first prize Call Mike. 432-1938 
Spring Breakl 7 nights from $129 
inctudee A/C. hotel, transfers, parties ft 
morel Nassau, Paradise Island, Cancun. 
Jamaica. San Juan. Cal Jill. 433-5951 or 
Elizabeth. 432-5558 or (UOO)GET SUN I 
Almost Anything Go.. IV" - Entries 
close 10/13. Team Captain's sign-up 
meeting 10/13 at 530pm In Godwin 338. 
everyone using tie Godwin Weilness 
Center must have lacrtty orientation by 
10/15. Cat <3321 tor an appointment. 
Spring Breakl Plan early - Save $30 
$50 ft get best roomsl Prices increase 
11/151 Bahamas cruise. 6 days, includes 
12 meals, $2791 Panama Cry oceanview 
room with kitchen. $1291 Cancun Irom 
Richmond. $419. Jamaica. $439; South 
Padre condo, $199: Key West, $239: 
Daytona room with kitchens, $1491 
Spring Break Travel. (800)878-6388. 
U-eplrll   will   be   on   WCC   pallo 
Wednesday. 9-4pm Come buy lettered 
shtts ft swsstsl 
Metroes party' Vou need a DJ7 
National DJ Connection. 433-0360. 
Slept Look) listen! The Parents are 
coming lo campusl The party doesn't 
have to be overl Bring your parents ft 
party wrth the Dukes as they take on the 
New Hampshire Wildcats Saturday, 
Octobers. 133pm. Be therel 
4 mas race - Benssts Wltdftto Center 
of Virginia. October te. 1983. (703)234 
8023. 
Interested In science? Come lo Tri- 
Beta's used bWogy book sale in Burruss 
today Irom 94pm. Books less than $1. 
A4> tittles - Surprise, tonight's the night. 
We love youl Love, your A* Big Sister. 
Congratulation. Tina Fo« - New UPB 
Assistant Drectorl EK loves youl 
ZTA Mirs - Your Big I Grand Sisters 
love you. 
To our A*'a abroad - We love you ft 
miss youl Have a great semesterl See 
you soonl Love, your Sestets. 
I IK* - Thanks lor the Homecoming 
festivities & funl Love, >*vr 
Congrsts to sll /.I AS who got Little 
Sister recogniuonsl 
AKA - Singing wish you was a nappy 
hour! Thanks, ax 
I Ik A - Thanka lor "peUng* your ass next 
to ours at Homecoming! Looking (onward 
to next year I Love. Alpha Phi. 
LX - All our perrothe.de can't wan until 
next year. ZTA 
Everyone who flnlahed GRE'e ft 
LSAl's - Congratsl Love, ill 
1 IK* - The night was heavenly but the 
morning alter was hal. Sorry it's late. 
Love. ZTA 
AXil Pledges - Get ready tor Friday. 
Your Big Sisters awaitl 
AXP - Thanka lor helping us welcome 
back our akiml ATT 
Attention Fraternities 
Sororities & All Social Groups: 
CALL National DJ Connection 
For The BEST DJ Entertainment I 
Serving JMU since 1985 
Great music at a great pricel 
4334360 
A big thank you lo Ihe kind person 
who stamped ft mailed postcard to my 
boylnend In PA 
EN - Friday night wee great! Saturday 
morning was even betterllove. AXO. 
E4* - Always s pteeeurel Thanka lor 
Saturdayl AIT 
"When Ihe Party'a Over" - Parlies, 
alcohol, hook-ups acquaintance rape 
occurs more often than reported. On 
Tuesday. October t4 at 8pm in Godwin's 
Purple ft Gold Room Learn how lo 
protect you ft your friends Irom being 
victimized. 
I1K4> - We enjoyed our annual viait to 
your hotell AEA 
Klmmy - Shuwanda Congrats on Ms. 
Madison nomination. Good luckl Love. 
Louanda ft Man. 
L4>r - Thanks lor welcoming back our 
Alumni with us I AEA 
B.rr-ee Station Catalogue Outlet at 
WCC Today Irom 9am-4pm. Clothing lor 
men A women Irom your lavoriie 
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JMU Campus / S. Main St 
433-3111 
Port Rd / Market St 
$6-99 LARGE 
ONE 15" LARGE 
ONE TOPPING PIZZA 
TWO SUBS 
TWO 18" SUBS 
+ Free Twistybread! 
9 98 
DEEP-DISH PAN. 
ORIGINAL or CRISPY-THIN 
* MEDIUM POUBLESWg PIZZA RANK 
Order TWO of your favorite 12" Super j 
| Subs + FREE Twistyb read! 
iSSL —-—-- ForJ^rnitedJimej 
TWO MEDIUM 
l!   ONE TOPPING PIZZAS 
$0 99 
m 9 mfSOtmm 
MEDIUM TWO TOPPING 
6." 
=tsuss\ 
SUB MEAL   t 
prdcr your favorite 12" Super Sub, Chi| 
!  & a Coke for just $5.99. 
CRISPY THIN, 
OrisfaalorPeepPisli -misau For A Limited Time 
